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Language has been structured to meet the ever 

increasing demands of men and women. So the need for 

new words to represent new creations will definitely 

arise. 
a 

f Lilian Attia 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 

1.1 General Introduction 

An apt introduction to the contents of this dissertation is a 

quotation from Bloomfield (1935:445): 
“Every speech commirnity learns from its neighbours. 

Objects, both natural and manufactured, pass from one 

community to the other, and so do patterns of action, 

such as technical procedures, war like practices, 

religious rites or fashions of individual conduct. This 

spread of things and habits is studied by ethnologists, 

who call it ‘cultural diffusion’. ’’ 

Along with these objects, concepts and patterns of actions come 

yet another very important element of culture: language. The speech 

forms, which designate these objects and ideas in their place of 

origin, are often imported into the borrowing language. In most cases 

the foreign elements are absorbed quite naturally by the borrowed 

language. Sometimes language policies have to be devised for the 

thorough absorption of some items, especially the very living 

technical terms. 

Aghem, like any other living language, has its share of 
borrowings drawn mostly from the English language and Pidgin, 

which it has been in contact with for the past century. It has also 

borrowed from French, Duala, Befang, and Yoruba. 

In our work, we will be looking at some of the borrowings from 

Pidgin English, French, and Duala. We will also look at the methods 
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of rehabilitation in Aghem through phonological and morphological 

processes.The attitudes towards the spoken and written forms. We 

will draw a conclusion as to whether the borrowed items realized are 

necessary to incorporate in Aghem for future standardization. 

1.3.  Location of Aghem 

Aghem will be located geographically, historically and lastly, 

linguistically. 

I .2.1 Geographical Location 

Wum, where the main Aghem dialect is spoken, is the 

administrative and economic center of Menchum Division found in 

the North West province of Cameroon. It is spoken by a population 

estimated between 20,000 and 25,000 (1993) according to Watters 

(2003:230). SIL (1982) in Grimes (1992: 176) evaluates it at 14,000. 

Wum shares boundaries with Bu, Weh, Befang, Modele, 

Esimbi, Kuk, Kumfutu, and Fundong. Figures 1, 2, and 3 below show 

these boundaries shared between Wum and its neighbours. 
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Figure 2: Location of Wum in the Menchum Division in the North 

West Province Adafied f rom ALCAM ( 3 9 7 )  
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Figure 3: Location ofP\ghem in Cameroon. 
Zone 8 
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1.2.2 Historical situation 

Oral tradition (literature) and Aghem ethnogenesis from 

Kopytoff (1975: 371) hold that the people from Wum are said to have 

left the Congo Basin due to land dispute and class distinction at a 

place that bore the name Si-nndong. They are said to have settled 
amzngs? the PJundani people at the Bauchi plateau where their 

continuous power-mongering attitude caused a division amongst 

them. The division was brought about by a war after the death of one 

of their chiefs. Being unable to place the next ruler provoked a 

genocide with a section of the people escaping uplands. 

In the language spoken by the Mundani tribe the people who escaped 

upland were known as ‘Bafum’ meaning ‘brothers gone upland’ The 

loss again of another chief brought about by the struggle to sit another 

chief caused another division. The groups were now divided into 

three. Some settled in Bazi, others in Bambe near Balin in the 

Akwaya Sub division and a third moved northwestward. 

This third party moved through Okoro4jong-Mukuru-Befang 

and settled in the Ngooh region, where they met Kengoha people who 

paid tributes to the Ukpwa Empire. That was a land that was believed 

to have been full of milk and honey and no insect bites: Being jealous 

of this empire they waged another genocide in the surrounding 

villages to occupy the present site Wum. The name of this site is a 

German rendition of the Kom pronunciation of ‘Aghem’. The 

Germans, on their way to Aghem, were astonished to see a woman 

carrying so much load on her head and a child on her back while the 

man moved with his  walking stick majestically behind her. They then 
exclaimed: “wum”, which means “women under men”. 
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1.2.3 Linguistic Location 

Aghem, the language under study, can be divided as follows. 
The phylum it belongs to is Niger Kordofan, within the Niger Congo 

sub phylum, theBenoue-Congo Family, the Bantoide sub-family, the 

Bantu branch, the Grass field west sub-branch, the Ring group and 

under Zone Language [ 8 101 

.t 

h 

According to Ethnologue (Grimes 1992: 176) and ALCAM 

(Dieu et al. 1983: 69), Aghem and its ‘dialects’ are spoken over a 

wide area of the Menchum Division in the following communities: 

Wum, Zoa, Kumfutu Kung, Kuk, Chaz, and Nyos. To this ALCAM 

adds the villages of Weh, Isu,and Fungom. 

The classification of Aghem can be seen in the following 

genealogical tree. 
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Niger Kordofan 
I 

3 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 

I .  Bantoid I I .  Cross River Bendi I .  Jukunoid 

1 I I. I 

1 
T 

i Jarawan Tiv!ide Ekoide Nyang Beboide Gras.fieid Mdam Equaiori 1 

I 
Wester Grassfield Eastern Grassfield i 

1 
I 

Ring 
1 

Menchum M o'm o 

w r t  i cen'jer S O U L  

Aghem 8 10 M en 821 Vag' 843 

-Wi-isu 

Xumfutu 

-Fungom 
-Chaz 

-Nyos 

-Kuk 

-Aghem 

Adapted from ALCAM (pages 352, 360, 362) 
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1.3 Aghem 

Aghem designates three items in the language: the people, the 

language, and the area of inhabitants. Aghem is the name used to 
refer to the people from Wum in the Menchum Division in the 

Northwest Province of Cameroon. Aghem is also the stretch of land in 

which the indigenes of Wum live. It is also the name given to the 

language the people from Wum speak. ALCAM labels it as language 

[810]. 

1.3.1 Sounds and graphemes of Aghern 

1.3.1.1. Vowels 

Hyman (1979:5) distinguishes vowels is Aghem according to 

whether they are short vowels, long vowels or diphthongs. 

Short vowels or monophthongs consist of a single vowel quality 

throughout the syllable; Aghem distinguishes ten short vowels 

according to roundedness and vowel height. 

Front . centre Back 

Unrded Rounded Unrded Rounded Unrded Rounded 

1 f tt U 

e 0 

E 3 

a 0 
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.. 
11: 6-bii ‘ to sleep’ 

ee: &fee ‘ to sell’ 
EE: 6-k& ‘ to clear’ 

aa: f?-k&a ‘ squirrel’ 

uu: 6-nliu ‘ to leave’ 
00: k;k6’6 ‘ ju ju ’  

This chart is adapted from Hyman (1979: 5) 

As shown in this chart, Aghem has five unrounded front vowels 

and five rounded back vowels. They are illustrated in the following 

examples. 

( 1 )  Vowel illustration of Aghem. 

i :  6-sf ‘ceiling’ u :  6 - s u  ‘to wash’ 

i :  &sf ‘eye’ tt : 6-s4 ‘to play’ 

e : 2-56 ‘ta put out’ 0 : 6 4  ‘raphia fibre’ 

E : 6-sE ‘to split’ 3 : 655 ‘maize’ 

a :  6-sk ‘buttock’ 0 : 6-td ‘intelligence’ 

- 



1 1  

(3) Diphthongs 

B 
I 
I 
P 
B 

ia: 

ia: 

ua: 

uo: 

U 3 :  

UD: 

83: 

3e: 

6-tla 
6-kia 

fi-1Qa 

k-bfio 

6-bii2 

i i -bh 

6-dzB3 

6-k3C 

‘ stone’ 
‘ to cut down’ 

‘ bridge’ 

‘ to become tired’ 

‘ to come’ 

‘ leopards’ 

’ to close’ 

‘ rice’ 

Co~remlnq  diphthongs, Hyman (1 979:s) makes the following 

observations: 

-All instances of ua involve nouns whose prefix is ii-. This is 
exemplified in words such as fi-lila ‘ bridge’ fi-nQa belly. 

-ia occurs after velars as in &kia ‘ headpad’ , j-ghia ‘faeces’. After 

other consonants, we have the interrupted diphthong igha. which 

could be called a velarized diphthong as in bigh8 ‘ two’ and fi-tighii 

‘spittle’ . 

-uo is found after all consonants. This is exemplified in such words as 

6-ffio ‘ to give’, 6-klio ‘ to hold’ . 

-Concerning u3, since it rarely occurs, it is believed that u3 and ugh3 

result from uo + a and ugh0 +a. Thus one hears bu3 and biigh5 

meaning ‘ i f .  

-u3 occurring after affricates comes from ia which has undergone 

rounding as in the singular and plural of the words for ‘‘ bedbeds” , 
that is 6-1563 lri-tJia. 
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1.3.1.2 Consonants 

We conveniently group consonants into rows according to how 
they are made with the voiced consonants below their voiceless 
counterparts, and columns according to their place of articulation. 

stops 

Fricati 
ves 

Affrica 

tes 

Liquid 

Glides 

Nasals 

Bilabial/ Labio- 

1 Dental 

b l  I 
pf 

bv I 

m 
This chart is adapted from Hyman ( 1  979:3) 

For stops Aghem distinguishes nine: 



(4) Stop consonants in Aghern 

I p,b i as in 6-pii ‘to die’, 6-bli ‘barn’. 

I t, dl as in 6-tB ‘to sew’, 6-dB ‘tall’. 
i k,g/ as in 6 - k U ~  

I kp, gbi as in e-kpii ‘to burn’, ktgbin ‘dust’. 

I? 1 as in ‘lost’. 

‘catch ’ , 6-gUo ‘harvest’. 1 
t 

The labial i p i occurs only word initially before I u I as in 15- 

puh ‘ huckleberry’ which is a simplification of kpii, a word that 
1 
I comes from other dialects. 

The fricatives are seven in number. 

( 5 )  Fricatives in Aghem 

if,?; as in 6-fiio ‘to give’, 6-vti ‘death’. 

/s.z I as in 6-sk ‘split’ , &Z& ‘vomit’, 

I j,3 I as in 6-Qa ‘grave’, 6-gwii ‘to breathe’, 

I yI  which, in this work is written as a digraph Igh I as in 6-gh6 

‘ breast ’ 
Affricates are six in number and include i pf 1, Ibvi, its/, /&I, Its/, 

/d3l. They are exemplified in the following words: 

( 6 )  Affricates in Aghem 

pf: 6-pfil ‘burnt’ 

bv: 6-bvtt ‘dog’ 

ts: 6-tsit ‘open’ 

dz: 6-dzi ‘give birth’ 

tl: 6-tj615 ‘change’ 

d3: ci-Qwim ‘pus’ 
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There is only one.single liquid, the lateral “ 1” as illustrated in the 

folrowing words: 

(7) The liquid in Aghem 

BIQa ‘bridge’, 

Glig ‘bamboo’ 

Aghem has two glides: Iyf and fwf. They are exemplified in the 

following words: 

111 (8) The glides in Aghem 

(a) 6-y3s5 ‘to help’ 

Y3 ‘yawn’ 
(b) &wI ‘nose’, 

6-W& ‘girl ’ . 
Note that /y/ has been found to occur only before 131. 

i 

Nasals are four in Aghem m, n, p and g. They are illustrated 

in the following words. 

(9) the nasals in Aghem 

m : &mii ‘to swallow’ 
1 n : 6 4  ‘to marry’ 

p: 6-pi ‘to enter’ 

6-5132 ‘to roast’ 

p5m . ‘meat’ 

9: c-s5tJ ‘tooth’ 

c-t5tJ ‘read’ 
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1.3.1.3 Tones 

The Aghem language makes use of two basic tones. The high 

(’) or H and the low ( ‘) or L tones. The two basic tones occur in 

combinations as H-L, H-H, L-H, and L-L. Tones are assumed to be a 

property of the syllable in the Aghem language, so only one tone is 
assigned to a syllable. 

The following words exemplify high tones 

(10) nwin ‘bird’ 

il-nwin ‘birds’ 

The following words exemplify low tones 

(11) mbxj  ‘cow’ , 
ti-mbkj ‘cows’ 

The following exemplifies the low high tone sequence: 

(1 2 )  fi-mb61 ‘banana’ 

As can be observed from the above examples, a vowel bears only one 

tone. These are level tones. 

Apart from these tones, there are also contour tones, that is the rising 
tone with the symbol ( - ) and the falling tone with the symbol ( -) . 
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The rising tone is rare and mostly found on vowels while the falling 

tone occurs on both short and long vowels. 

The rising tone is exemplified in the following words: 

(13) kl - tEE ‘cricket’ 

k$ - kw& ‘breeze’ 

“e 
The failing tone is exemplified in the following words: 

(14) ki - k% ‘cutlass’ 

kl -k3 ‘slave’ 

ii - kwii? ‘hill’ 

It is worth noting that the tones in this language differentiate meaning 

in the same words as exemplified in the following words: 

(15) i. a) bigha ‘father’ 

b) bigha ‘two’ 

c) bigha ‘build’ 

ii.a) 6-zfi ‘sun’ 

b) &-ZU ‘bee’ 

c) e-zil ‘itch’ 
i 

iii. a) 6-wfi ‘rain’ 

b) 6-wfi ‘raphia fibre’ 

c) 6-wo ‘someone’s’ 
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Whereas in (i) the bigha has been differentiated using different tones, 
ezu in (ii.a and ii.b) have the same tone marks and can only be 

differentiated in spoken Aghem depending on its use in a sentence. 

That goes the same for ewu in (iii..a and iii. b). 

I .3.2 Syllable and Word Structure 

1.3.2.1 Syllable Structure 

In Aghem almost all lexical stems are monosyllabic. If we use 

C for consonant and V for vowel, we will have syllables in Aghem as: 

(16) CI VI: 
&-Si ‘eye’, 

bvii ‘dog’ , 
k i  ‘monkey’ 

(17)) cI vI v2: 
6 - b h  ‘to agree’ , 
zuo ‘snake’ 

(18) CI V I  Cz : 

6-sim ‘seed’ , 
6-lig ‘bamboo’ , 
ts6m ‘drum’ 



We could also have 

CI  w V I  Vz as in: 

(19) 6-3wii ‘to breathe’ , 

&twii ‘medicines ’. 

+d3win ‘pus’ 

From the above, we can state the following generalisation about the 

the syllabic structure of Aghem stems as being: CI (w) VI (V,,C,) 

, 

1.3.2.2 Word Structure 

In Aghem, the syllable and word structure makes use of nouns 

and verbs. We will therefore classify them according to their various 

classes in the language. 
I 

Noun Structure: 

Aghem distinguishes twelve noun classes, singular and plural 

as illustrated below: 

Noun Structure: 

Aghem distinguishes twelve noun classes, singular and plural 

as illustrated below: 
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. 

(21) Aghem class system 

Class Singular 

1 0 

3 ii- 
5 6- 

7 k i- 
9 0 

l l  fi- 

class plural 

2 8- 

4 6- 
6 a- 
8 ii- 

10 ti- 

12 N 

These class prefixes are illustrated in the following forms. 

(22) Exemplifications. 

1 0: wi. ‘child’ 2 8: 8-wt? ‘children’ 

3 ti: ii-kj? ‘ladder’ 4 6: &k5? ‘ladders ’ 

5 6: 6-ghbm ‘egg’ 6 a: 8-gh6m ‘eggs’ 

7 ki: ki-fii ‘rat’ 8 6: 6-fii ‘rats’ 

9 5: bvtct ‘dog’ 10 ti: ti-bvti ‘dogs’ 

1 1  fi: fi-nwin ‘bird’ 12 N: ii-nwin ‘birds’ 

From the illustrations above, six of the classes are used with singular 

nouns while six are used with plurals. Classes I and 9 are zero 0-, 

meaning no prefix marker. The numbering of the classes is used as in 

Narrow Bantu with classes 11 and 12 corresponding to Bantu classes 

19 and 6a respectively, and class 10, which presumably corresponds 

to class 13 in the Narrow Bantu Class system. The numbering adopted 

here is the one in Hyman ( 1  979). 
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Other noun genders which are the singular 1 plural pairings of 

the classes can also be found in the Aghem Language. These noun 

genders also form separate noun classes. 

Gender 3/12, which are class 3, u-prefix and class 12, fi-prefix. 

Words in this gender are illustrated in the following examples. 

‘money’ j-kia ‘monies’ 
‘medicine’ n-tii ‘medicines’ 

(23) ii-kua 
ii-twii 

Gender 5/10, which are class 5 ,  &prefix and class 10, ti-prefix. The 

following words illustrate this gender. 

(24) 6-bia ‘kolanut’ ti-bia ‘kolanuts’ 
&gh3 ‘wing’ tfghS ‘wings’ 

Gender 1\10, which are class 1, 0 prefix and class 10, ti-prefix. The 

following words illustrate this gender. 

(25)  fE ‘chief tl-E ‘chiefs ’ . \.. Gtiit3m ‘quarterhead’ ti-b&?gtbm ‘quarterheads’ 

Gender 316, which are class 3, &prefix and class 6 ,  &prefix. The 

following words illustrate this gender. 

(26) ‘raphia’ 6-16 ‘raphia bush’ 
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Gender 3/10, class 3, ii-prefix and class 10, ti-prefix. The following 

words illustrate this gender. 

(27) 6-lh ‘bamboo’ ti-lirJ ‘bamboos ’ 

Gender 5/12, c!ass 5, &prefix and class 12, n-prefix. The following 

words illustrate this gender. 

(28) 6-kQo ‘belt’ j-kiio ‘belts’ 

Gender 7/4, class 7, k i  -prefix and class 4, &prefix. The following 

words illustrate this gender. 

(29) ki-bi ‘thigh’ 6-bi ‘thighs’ 

ktfe ‘leg’ 6-f6 ‘legs’ 

Gender 7/6, class 7 ki-prefix and class 6, &-prefix. The following 

words illustrate this gender. 

(30) k t w 6  ‘foot’ 8-W6 ‘feet’ 

ki-w6 ‘hand’ 6 - W 6  ‘hands’ 

Gender 7/12, class 7 ki-prefix and class 12, &prefix. The following 

words illustrate this gender. 

(3 1 ) ki-k3 ‘slave’ j-k5 ‘slaves’ 
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Gender 7/10, class 7 ki-prefix and class 10, ti-prefix. The following 

words illustrate this gender. 

(32) ki-k3e ‘buttock’ ti-tk ‘buttocks’ 
ki-1616 ‘place’ ti-1676 ‘places’ 

Gender 11/10 class 1 I fi-prefix and class 10, ti-prefix. The following 

words illustrate this gender. 

(33) fi-ndkg ‘stool’ ti-ndhq ‘stools’ 

While some nouns exist in the singular I plural forms and fall under 

any of the above mentioned noun classes, others exist only in one 

class in Aghem. This is usually because of their semantic nature. 

They are neither singular nor plural because of their nature. 

(34)Examples 

classes 318 = fi u-f5 ‘ cold’, 1jd3win ‘pus’ 

classes 415 = 6 6-f5 ‘ rain’, 6-26 ‘sun’ 

class 9 = 0 zlg ‘ wind’ 

class LO = ti ti-kiig ‘blood’ ti-2u ‘honey’ 
class 12 = 6 +kia ‘corn beer’ ri-td? . ‘ salt’ 

We have treated the noun classes intensively because our data makes 

use of more nouns and their classes. 
I 
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Verb Structure: 

Aghem has three basic verb classes. Hyman ( 1  979: 77) further 

divides the third verb class into classes 3a, 3b, and 3c. 

(To not confuse the reader with the numbering of the examples 

borrowed from Hyman ( 1  979), I suspend temporarily my own system 

of numbering with the following examples. I will resume my own 

numbering when the reader comes across examples (35)). 

They are: 

I - 0 / - a  

2 - a / - 0  

3 a - 1 3 1 - n  

3b - s3 i - si 

3C - OI - 0 

- 
The examples of the verb classes 1 and 2 are taken from the A - form 

- completive aspect, and B - form -incompletive aspect. 

Classes 3a and 3b are taken from the C - form: clause -$final, and D - 
form: not clause - final and class 3c from E-form: invariant. 

1 A - form B - form 

t?5 baa hate’ 

dzk dzaa ‘ tell’ 

din dila ‘ be heavy’ 

bin bila ‘ dance’ 
kin kila ‘ drunk’ 
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The B - form is derived by adding I-a/ suffix to the A - form, The root 

vowel assimilates to the I-a/ suffix. This means an I-a/ suffix which is 

underlying changes an A - form to a B - form which ties in with 

Welmers 1973 in Hyman (1979: 79) who says Niger Congo 

Languages commonly have an /-a/ verbal suffix which indicates 

incomplete action. 

2 .  A - form B - form 

dz ik  dztn ' wear' 

:gqA ndg ' put' 

f&q& fig ' tie' 

For this verb-class, the A- form is derived from the B- form by 

an addition of the /-ai suffix. The verbs in the B- form have one 

common feature, which is their endings with the nasal consonant. 

3a C - form 
k p d 5  
le15 

D - form 

kpe'en 

1lEn 

'meet (with)' 

' look' 

3b C -  form 

siss 

rniES3 

13? s3 

3~ E - form 
bii 

t 6e 

zi?e 
k& 

' sleep' 

' stand' 
' loosen' 

' clear away' 

' cool' 

finish' 

deceive' 
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While the verbs in class 1 and 2 change according to their 

aspect (complete and incomplete), those in class 3 changes due to 

their positions in sentences. 
I 
I 
1 

Examples: 

3a. ghh? mB’B 1615 ‘ we had looked for’ 

ghh? mB’B 126n ki ‘ we had looked for in vain’ 

I 3b. ghc mB’B mi& ‘ they had finished’ 

I ghe mB’B m k s i  m6 ‘ they had finished all’ 

3c. b mB’ B zse ‘ he had loosened’ 

i, m6’ Bzse gbalwj ‘ he had loosened the ropes’ 

The verbs in class 3 show that the changes in their suffixes are 

phonological and that these changes are not due to a change in aspect. 

As such the verbs in class 3a and 3b from the C form do not 

constitute clauses and those in D - form are not clause - final. The 

verbs in class 3c from E- form are invariant as has been illustrated 

above. 

After distinguishing the various verb classes, note must be 

made concerning the verb prefixes with respect to the Aghem verb. 

The infinitive form of Aghem verbs are marked by [6 ]  and [%-I. To 

form !he infinitive of any Aghem verb we add /e-/ to its form. It could 

be the A- C-, E- forms only. In the case of a low tone stem, the high 

tone of the /e-/  prefix spreads onto the root as is illustrated in the 

following forms. 
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(35) 6-bd [6b6] ‘ to hit’ 

6-su [6sa] ‘to wash’. 

The second prefix 1616-1 is a fusion of the locative preposition l6n/ and 

the infinitive prefix /&I, an alternation of In/ and /I/ results to dI6-f. 
When applied on the above words, this gives 

(36) 616-b6 ‘ to hit’ 

filbsil ‘ to wash’. 

Given this sketch of the word structure of the noun and verb in 

Aghem with the relevant exemplifications, I am going to make 

explicit in the remaining part of this introduction the aim of the 

study, its scope, the review of literature, the methodology and the 

outline of the work. 

I 
II 

1.4 Aim of Study 

When the need arises for a new term to express a new meaning 

or for already existing ones to be given nuances, foreign terms will be 

imported. Dryden (1969) was aware of the purpose of importing them 

when she writes: “(f sounding words are not of our growth and 
mantifaciure, who shall hinder me to import them front a .foreign 

cotintry?” (Dryden 1969: 19) 

Borrowing which is our subject matter takes place in the 
Aghem language as a result of contact between the Aghem people and 
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le Englis.. language. This contact is 

exemplified through the interaction between human beings, their 

cultures, and their language as well. 
4 

At this point in time we are interested to know what are the 

borrowings in Aghem as well as the phonological and morphological 

processes involved in borrowings. We are also interested in the 

following questions: why have the foreign words been kept in the 

Aghem language; why have the foreign items in Aghem remained 

static, or why have they increased or decreased following the fact that 
the Aghem people have searched equivalents or coined new words 

from the Aghem linguistic elements. It is from this premise, that is, 

assumin? that we find the appropriate answers to such questions that 

u 
I 
81 
! 
4 

we will judge whether the borrowed items are necessary to be 

standardized as non-native words or not. Hopefully, we will be able to 

thus pave the way for borrowed items to be taken into account for the 

future standardization of the language. 

$t 

This work, it is believed, will create an awareness in the minds 

of the Aghem speakers who use borrowed items unknowirigly the 

need to strive for the most standardized forms of such borrowings. 

Even in case this work does not induce such a result in the language 

performance of the Aghem speakers, it will definitely'and above all 

constitute a step forward towards the lexical expansion of the lexicon 

of the Aghem language. 

1.5 Scope of Study 

The scope of this study is limited to those who speak and 
understand Aghem in Wum and specific areas in Cameroon- Limbe, 
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Douala, and Yaounde. The age limit is from ten years and above and 

those who can understand and speak Aghem; this is because they are 

able to make meaningful phrases and sentences in Aghem and can 

also find words to designate items that do not occur in the Aghem 

language. 

Looking at the treatment of borrowings in Aghem cannot be 

handled in a single task like this one. We will therefore focus our 

study on the rehabilitation of the borrowings basing our attention on 

the phonological and morphological processes involved. 

2.6 Review of Literature 1 
Linguistically and literature wise, not much has been done on 

the Aghem language. In 1979, a phonological, morphological, and 

grammatical sketch of Aghem entitled “ Aghem Grammatical 
structures” was published in the Southern California Occasional 

papers in linguistics (SCOPIL), a journal edited by Hyman. This 

study is divided into three parts. The first part written by Hyman, 

establishes a sound system and tone system, the structure of nouns in 

the A - form and their noun class affiliations, noun modifiers, 

pronouns and lastly B -, C-, D- and E-forms of nouns. 

The second part written by Anderson, deals with the structure of 

verbs. He makes an overview of the verbal system, presenting the 

different verb classes and their different forms in contexts. He also 

looks at the tense, aspect, mood distinctions in the language and 

negation and he summarizes the tone rules. The third and last part of 
the study by Watters addresses the syntax and semantics of focus in 
Aghem focusing his analysis on the background of universal 

1 
I 
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typologies and linguistic theory within Simon Dik’s (1978) 

framework of functional grammar. 

Other research works include: a rapid appraisal survey of 

languages in the Aghem Group carried out by Grant and Griffin 

(1993) and published by SZL; a rapid appraisal survey of Mmen 

(ALCAM 8210 and Aghem dialects (ALCAM 810) was also carried 

out by Troyler and Huey (1995) published by SIL. 

Still in relation to Aghem is a word list of approximately 1000 

entries done by Tschonghongei and Thonnoset (2000) and published 
by SIL. 

Some literature is also available in Aghem, “ sag13 e Nee ki 13 a 

kiwala” translated into English as There will be great toy in heaven. 

(2000), “Dzi e Yeso” translated into English as The birth of Jesus 

(2000), “ Ghia ghila ghe fi ge naga alew yeso’ translated into 

English as The Easfer Story (2003) were all written and published by 

the Aghem Bible Translation committee of Wum. 

II 
1 

In an article by Kibang (1992) A short History about 

Aghemians, the author discusses the Aghem lineage and literature 
related to the Aghem culture. 

Still in this light, Kopytoff 1975 in “ Contrribrition de la 
Recherche Ethnologique h E ’  Histoire des Civilisations du Cameroon” 

talks about Aghem ethnogenesis and the grassfield ecumene where an 
official history of the origins of the Aghem and their trade links in 

1900, pre-colonial trade and local development is given. 

Again Thormoset (2000) in Some Aghem Cultural Attributes to 
consider when designing, developing and implementing a literacy 
development program for Aghem Women, talks about the activities of 
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a woman in Aghem within the family circle and those outside her 
home. 

In all the above cited linguistic and literature review, none of 

the authors have written on borrowings in Aghem as if it was not 

important within the language system. Borrowings in a language are 

an integral part of its language system. Aghem for example makes use 
of borrowing in nouns of names, things, etc. It also makes use of 
borrowings in verbs as well. It is in this wise that our work is going 

to be a step ahead towards the standardization of the language. 

So far a similar topic has been treated by Poubom (1979) 

“Borrowing and standardization in Madumba” a dissertation on the 

borrowed words in Madumba spoken by Francophones. He establishes 

a word list of borrowed items and describes the mechanism of loan 

words in Madumba, suggesting that the borrowed items should be 

associated to the development of the language. 

In our work we will partly adopt the latter’s approach in order to 

show how borrowed items are incorporated into the Aghem Language. 

We shall not only deal with nouns as Poubom did structurally, but 

also go further to verbs and differentiate the various processes. These 

are phonological as well as morphological processes by means of 
which borrowed words get incorporated in the Aghem Language. As 

we will argue, the resulting borrowed words will serve for the future 

standardization of the language. 

1.7 Methodology 

In this work the collection of data is based on written 
documents as well as spontaneous speech in different situations. Some 
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of our data thus come from music; others have been collected in the 

market, on the road as we talked to people, during social gatherings 

and in homes. The spoken production was considered with a stress on 

the contrast between literate speakers and illiterates. Being a native 

and a native speaker of Aghem, I was the major source of some 

borrowings attested in Aghem. Some of the borrowings came from 

ALDEC while others came from Mr Attia John and Mrs Atti:i Emilia, 

Nelson. English, Pidgin, French, and Duala are the source languages 

from which borrowings in Aghem are based. 

The analysis in our work is partly based on the use of the 

generative and descriptive approaches, with more emphasis on the 

descriptive approach. However we found the two approaches very 

useful and while the descriptive is used exclusively in all the 

chapters, the generative approach is successfully used to analyze 

certain concepts in chapters 2 and 3. 

1.8 Outline of Work 

Our work entitled “Borrowing and standardization in Aghem” 

consists of four chapters. Chapter one gives a general introduction to 

the work and language. It situates the language geographically, 

historically, and lastly linguistically, presenting the consonants and 

vowels, the morpheme and syllable structures as well as the tones. 

Chapter two which has two sections looks at the definition of 

terms related to borrowing and standardization and some major 

phonological and morphological processes in Aghem. In the definition 
of terms the major word is defined. The various types are looked into 
as well. We also look at its synonyms and the conditions under which 
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borrowing takes place and this section of chapter two concludes with 

a subseciion that looks at borrowing in relation to standardization. 

The second section on phonological and morphological processes 

dwells on reduplication, labialization, aspiration, velaiization, 

apocope, consonant and vowel alternations, assimilation. vowel 

lengthening, final consonant sequence, nasal assimilation, and tone 

rules. 

In chapter three, phonological and morphological processes are 

also examined to show how the Aghem language rehabilitates 

borrowings through some of the processes briefly presented in chapter 
m 
L. 

The fourth chapter, which is the last chapter, treats borrowing 

and standardization. This is in relation to the attitudes of the speakers 

towards the spoken and written forms. it is from this basis that we 

draw our judgement on the standardization of borrowings in Aghem, 

drawing a general conclusion by stating our findings, problems 

encountered in the research study and lastly giving suggestions and 

recommendations for further research. The appendix, containing 

borrowed words and a questionnaire on suggestions towards 

standardization and a bibliography are the last part of this work. 
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Chapter 2: Definition of terms and some major phonological 

and morphological processes in Aghem 

In order to fully appreciate the importance of borrowings and their use in a 
standardized form, it is imperative that the definition of terms related to 
borrowings be clarified and that the major phonological and morphological 
processes common in Aghem be made explicit. This chapter thus deals with 
the definition of such terms and some major phonological and 
morphological processes . 

2.2 Definition of Terms 
In the definition of terms we will look at the borrowing and the types 
of borrowing. 

2.1.1 Borrowing 
The word “borrow” means to receive or obtain something 

temporarily from somebody with the promise or intention of returning it. 
“Borrowing” which is a noun derived from the verb “to borrow” means a 
thing that is borrowed. In this case, a word is adopted by one language from 
another. The process might be called adoption because the speaker adopts 
elements from a second language into his own. But the confusion will arise 
if we have to develop a name for a word that has been adopted. Will it be 
“adoptee?” Anthropologists call it “diffusion” and linguists call it “loan 
w6rd.” One might as well call it “stealing” since the borrowing takes place 
without the lender’s consent or even awareness. But because the borrower is 
under no obligation to repay the loan and that the lender is deprived of 
nothing and feels no urge to recover his loan, it cannot be stealing. 
Whenever two languages come into contact, one or both may be 
modified with the speakers imitating features of the other’s speech. 



The feature which is imitated, Hocket (1958. 401) calls it ‘the 
model’ and the language in which the model occurs is called ‘ the 

donor’ and the language which acquires something new in the process 

is the ‘ borrowing language’. The process itself is called ‘ borrowing: 

Mutaka and Tamanji (2000:280) define borrowing as an outright 

adoption of foreign lexical items from other languages the target 

language is in contact with. 

Borrowing is therefore a process whereby language features of one 

language are integrated into another language. While the donor goes 

on speaking as before, the borrower’s speech becomes altered with 

the borrowed features. 

2.1.2 Types of Borrowing 

There is actually no lie that we shall never be able to catch a 

speaker in the process of making an original borrowing; it is also very 

true that loans today had once appeared as an innovation. If we accept 

that in the process of borrowing there is an original pattern (model) 

and an ~ ~ i i t a i i c u ,  we shall be able to distinguish two types of 
borrowing: imported and substituted. Haugan (1950: 212) describes 

these two types of borrowing, He says 

“lf’the loan is siniilar enough to the niodel so that a native speaker 

would accept i t  as his own, the borrowing speaker may be said to 

have imported the model into his language, provided it is an 

innovation in that language. But in so far as he has reproduced the 
model inadequately. tie has normally substituted a similar pattern 
from his own language. I ,  
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This means when patterns of the model are new to the borrowing 

language, a compromise is reached between the two sets of patterns: 

in this case, the speakers choose a set of a pattern to stand for a 
similar on,: in the model. 

2.1.3 Borrowing and its synonyms 

The process of borrowing cannot be looked at in isolation 

without a link made with other related terminologies. These are: loan 

word, loan shifts, loan blends, interference, code switching and code 

mixing. 

Loan word 

When the borrower adopts the donor’s word along with the 

object or practice: the new form in the borrower’s speech is a loan 

word. The speakers are usually unaware that they have changed the 

foreign word as in Haugan (1950: 215) where a story is told by 

Po1,”acc.~; of the Japanese student who asked his teacher whether 
“dzurama” or “dorama” was the correct pronukiation of the 

European word “drama.” When the teacher answered that it was 

neither one, but “drama,” he nodded and said, “Ah yes, then it is 
dorarna. ” This was a clear case of substitution. Where the speaker 

substitutes the sounds of his mother tongue to those of the donor. 

I 

I 
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Loan shifts 

When foreign loans appear in a language as changes in the 

usage of native words, such changes are called shifts. As the borrower 

does not accept the donor’s words and the new cultural item, he 

adapts material in his own language, which in one way or another is 

I 
I 
l 

These are new words developed in a borrowing situation where 

both the loan word and loan shift mechanisms are used. Hockett 

(1958: 413) says “the borrower imports part of the model and 
2 ,  replaces part of it by something already in his own language. 

i Interference 

Eastman (1  975: 1 17) defines it as “a deviation front the norms 

of each language (or dialect) front familiarity by members of the 

speech corninrinity with one or more other languages or dialects. 

While borrowing i s  linked to a group, interference is linked to an 

indT:idx?. This is when, in a bilingual group, the same word is liable 

to variations in reproduction because of the varying degree of 

bilingualism. Barkman (1968: 60) in Poubom (1979: 36) writes, “a 

case of interference appears whenever a bilingual individual 

produces a form in a language which a monolingual speaker of that 

language would not use. 

7 ,  

., 
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Code Switching 

Anyone who speaks more than one language chooses between 

these languages according to circumstances, with the first 

consideration being the language that will be understood to the person 

addxszs?. To Ese Eastman’s words The practice of alternatively 

iisirig two or more languages or dialects in one speech situation. 

(Eastman 1975: 1 17). 

,, 

Code switching defined in the Linguistic Encyclopedia 

(1991:61) is “ a  change ,from one language to another in the same 

utterance or conversation. 

It can take place at various points in an utterance: between sentences, 

clauses, phrases and words. Hudson (1998: 52) draws our attention to 

the code switching in Sauris, a village in Northern Italy, where 

German is spoken within the family. Saurian is spoken informally in 

the village and standard ltalian to outsiders and in formal village 

settings, school, church, and work. Hudson also says standard Italian 

would feel wrong at home because different rules link the languages 

>, 

to different communities since each language here has a social 

function, which no other language can fulfill. The main reason for 

preserving the languages is because of the social distinctibns that they 

symbolize. It is therefore quite a different thing from borrowing. 

Code mixing 

Code mixing is often used by bilingual speakers who 
communicate in both languages. Code mixing, as defined by the 
linguistic Encyclopedia (1991), is “ the use of elements, most 
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typically nouns, from one language in an utterance predominantly in 

another language. " This may be as a result of the fact that a bilingual 

has forgotten the term for something in the language being spoken 

and uses the term in the other language instead or to exclude a third 

person from part of a conversation. Hudson (1 998: 53) makes mention 

of the fact that the purpose of code mixing symbolizes an ambiguous 

J 

2.2 Conditions for Borrowing 

situztio3. He ftirther observes that, to get the right effect, " the 

speakers balance the two languages against each other as a kind of 

linguistic cocktail - a f e w  words of one language, then a few words of 
1 

Contact between two languages does not necessarily mean that 

one will borrow from the other. For borrowing to take place certain 

conditions must be met. 

1. The speaker of the borrowing language must understand, or think 

he understands, the particular utterance produced in the donor 

language. 
2. The speaker of the borrowing language must have some motive, 

overt or covert, for borrowing to take place. Here Hockett (1958: 405) 

gives two overt pieces of evidence, which could be discerned. The 

prestige and need - filling motive. 

-The prestige motive: when speakers of two different languages 

intermingle in a single region, one of the languages is the one spoken 

by those in power. This is the upper or dominant language, and the 

other one is the lower. In the meantime, however, the prestige factor 
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leads to extensive borrowing from the dominant language into the 

lower. 

The need,/iIling motive: The most obvious motive for borrowing is to 

fill a gap in the borrowing language. New experiences, new objects 

and practices bring new words into a language. It does not matter 

whether the new objects and practices come to the community by 

what anthropologists call diffusion or if the community goes to the 
new oojtr::s and practices, by way of migration, the result is the same. 

What matters is that borrowing takaplace. 

3. There is also the degree of similarity between the two languages. 

If they are very similar, borrowing is unlikely, because neither 

speaker is apt to use any form unknown to the other. However, if the 

two languages are so divergent that the speakers cannot understand 

each other, borrowing is equally unlikely. Between these two 

extremes we find the situations in which borrowing is more probable. 

In one type the two languages share a common core; we could speak 

of dialect borrowing; in the other, there is no common core; in this 

case we speak of language borrowing. 

2.3 Borrowing and Standardization 

Borrowing which is the linguistic forms being taken over by 

one ! n q p g e  3r dialect from another is related to standardization: the 

taking over of a prestige variety of language used within a speech 

community. In this work on borrowing and standardization, we are 

looking at borrowed items, which need to be imposed as a standard in 
the standardization process. This is to aim at the functional efficiency 

of the language with everyone understanding the borrowed items in 
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-- 

blouse 

coconut 

basket 

I 
Singular plural 

ft-b%li in-bilg blouse(s) classes 1 1/12 

ki-kilkitn5 il-kilkilnj coconut(s) classes 7/8 

bksiki ti- bisiki basket (s) classes 9/10 
. 

b 
I 
I 
I 
I 

the same way with minimum misunderstanding and maximum 

efficiency. When new words are introduced in Aghem, they are 

brought to follow the pattern of the items they meet in Aghem. This 

process is a form of standardization. We have as examples the new 

words adapting the prefix makers of the singulars and plurals in the 

following words: 

(1) Examples 
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2.4 Some phonological and morphological processes 

in Aghem. 

In the last part of this chapter we are going to dwell only on the 

phonological and morphological processes in Aghem. We will deal 

with those that apply specifically to the new words in the next 

chapter. 

2.4.1 Reduplication 

Crystal (2003: 325) defines reduplication as a process of 

repetition whereby the form of a prefix / suffix reflects certain 

phonological characteristics of the root. This process is exemplified in 
Aghem in two cases: 1)  where only the root is reduplicated and 2) 

where the whole word is reduplicated. 

1. Where the root is reduplicated. This is exemplified in the 

following forms. 

1 
9 

I 
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(1) Examples 

plural gloss 

ti-wii wii mosquito(s) 

tl-JlbIJ3 JlbIJ5 anopheles mosquito(s) 

~i-kptili kps'?& bean(s) 

j-z$a zia story /s stories 

ti-dzia dzia fly / flies 

t't-kft'?'lri k&?i grasshopper(s) 

li-kwi kw& 

j-kjtJ5 k5g5 rnarrow(s) 

h- bvti bvti 

burnt remains of fufu. 

request (fat the air) 

I 

j-m3g3 rn3q3 I tadpole (s) 

As shown in these forms, the whole stem is reduplicated as the 

change from the singular to the plural is indicated by the change of 
prefixes. 

2. Where the whole word is reduplicated, this is exemplified in the 

following forms: 

(3) w2a w2a ' cousin' 

n5gh5 n5gh5 ' mother' 

IJghJ IJg%l ' tin' 
tstie tstie ' quickly' 
tsti tsti ' tomorrow' 
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2.4.2 Labialization 

This is a general term referring to a secondary articulation 

involving any noticeable lip rounding. In Aghem Labialization occurs 

at word initial position in singulars as well as in plurals. 

Consider the following forms: 

(4) ti-kwig ' mortar' &kig ' mortars' 

h-kwg? ' hill I mountain' k-k&'?9 ' hills / mountains' 

6-twii ' medicine' n-tii ' medicines' 
t i -k~a  ' money' j-kia ' monies' 

The forms in the left-hand column are in singular whereas those in 

the right-hand column are in plural. Notice that the singular forms 

begin with the prefix U- and the following consonant is labialized. 

Here, labialization is shown by the glide that occurs after the 

consonant. 

Consider also the following forms. 

(5) kl-tEE 

ki-niig 

ki-kia 

ki-fighii 

' cricket' iLtWEE ' crickets' 

' cocoyam' h-nwgg ' cocoyams' 

' monkey' ii-kGa ' monkeys' 
' plantain' ii-fb ' plantains' 



prefix 6- the initial consonant becomes labialized as shown in the 

forms in the right-hand column. Here, the vowels in the stem are: 
E, a, ia or igha but they do not constitute the crucial element for 

accounting for this labialization. It is rather the initial round vowel 6- 

that does. 

Notice also that when the initial consonant is “ b” we usually 

get the sound [gb], which labializes depending on the stem vowel 

when the round high back vowel 6- is prefixed to the form. This is 

shown in the following examples. I 
(6) ki-bg ‘ fufu’ 6-gbw6 ‘ fufus’ 

ki-b8? ‘ rope’ 6-gbw8‘2 ‘ ropes’ 
I 
I 

2.4.3 Aspiration 

Aspiration is the audible breath, which may accompany a 

sound’s articulation. Certain stops are released in this way. In Aghem, 

apart from the labial velar stop ikpl, the voiceless stops tend to be 

aspirated. This is exemplified in  the following forms where aspiration 

is indicated by a raised small “h” after the voiceless consonant. 

(7) 6- p[%U ‘huckleberry’ 

6- plh16 ‘die’ 

‘juju house ’ t l h l j 7  
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Ipl 
greatly influenced the use of /p/ in Aghem as in (8). 

does not exist in Aghem except before I u/. Borrowings have 

1 (8) pilam ‘pillow’ p6bd8 ‘powder’ 
p6si ‘purse’ pipa ‘paper’ 
pasindz8 ‘passenger’ pblbfi ‘profit’ 

p8n ‘pant’ pMsid6 ‘president’ 

pit8 ‘peter’ 616pil6 ‘aeroplane’ 

sitkp ‘step’ 

2.4.4 Vehrization t 
Velarization is a general term referring to any secondary 

articulation involving a movement of the back part of the tongue 

towards the velum. For a velarized sound to be realized, the place of 

articulation must be elsewhere in the tongue and during articulation 

the back of the tongue is raised towards the soft palate. Velarization 

in Aghem is seen in the  diphthong ia and the velarized diphthong 

igha. ia occurs after velars as exemplified in the following forms: 

(9) j-ki8 ‘corn beer’ 

ki-ki8 ‘chimpanzee’ 
e-ghiii ‘matter’ 

j-ghi8 ‘faeces’ 

As fx ;$a, it occurs after all other consonants except velars as 
exemplified below: 
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(10) bighk ‘ two’ 
tigh6 ‘ three’ 
ki-figha ‘ thing’. 

There is also the velarised ughz While the plain diphthong u3 occurs 

after all other consonants ugh3 occurs after alveolars as illustrated 

below: 

(1 1 )  k-t@gh5 ‘strength’ 

t h i g h 3  ‘to stab’ 

6-dzfigh5 ‘mouth’. 

From the above, we discovered thar diphthongs which have been 

interrupted by -gh- have different tone marks before and after gh. 

This is shown in the following examples. 

(1  2) tighh ‘three’ 
sfigh5 ‘stab’ 

2.4.5 Apocope 

Apocope refers to the deletion of the final element In a word. In 
Aghem, the consonant /d deletes at the word final position from the 

A-forms to the B-forms. This is illustrated in the following examples. 

(13) A-fOmS B-foms 

6-bhm bia ‘return’ 
&-tim ta‘a ‘sow’ 
6-z5r;- Z& ‘sing’ 
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When /m/ is after the stem vowel Iil it does not delete as in 

(14) A-forms B-forms 

&tim t t‘m ‘shoot’ 

6-fim fima ‘whiten’ 

2.4.6 Consonant Alternations 

Crystal (2003: 21) defines “ altern tion” as “ the relation hip, 

which exists between [he alternative forms. or variants of a linguistic 

unit. ” Consonant alternation will therefore mean the relationship, 

which exists between the alternative forms of consonants. In Aghem, 

consonani alternations occur in two consonants Ill and lid. They 

contrast in C,  position as in (15). 

(15) 1: ii- lfia ‘ bridge’ 

n: 6-nfia ‘ stomach’ 

/I /  is found in stem initial positions as above, intervocalicalically, and 

in -CV suffixes, while In/ is found at syllable final positions and when 
it is syllabic. These I/n alternations are exemplified in t‘he following 

forms: 

(1  6) l/n alternations 

kpd5 ‘meet’ kpken ‘met’ 

1615 ‘look’ I &‘En ‘looked’ 

mli15 ‘jealous’ m&n ‘jealousy’ 

f6l5 ‘resemble’ fe’en ‘resembles’ 
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(17) n/l alternations 

tsin tsila ‘cover, bury’ 

kwin kwila ‘return from farm’ 
k8n kila ‘drunk’ I 

I 
These alternations are best clarified in the following sentences where 

attention is mostly drawn for the words meaning ‘‘ meet” (cf. kp6l3 - 
kpeen) and “ look” (cf. 1~15 - Ism). 

b 
I 

( 1  8) SE ma’ 8 kp6l5 ‘we had met’ a SE m8’ 8 kpeen ‘we met’. 

ii-feen ndhgh3 ‘who do I resemble?’ 

k;? 6 VJC ‘look after the child’. 

1 i e m  w6 ‘look after the child’ . 

I 

Following Hyman’s analysis (Hyman1979), to account for these n/l 

alternations, we consider that all consonants undergoing these 

alternations are underlying /n/ with the rule that /n/ will become [I] 
either intervocalically or when Id begins a suffix and is followed by a 

vowel. 

( 1  9) n-- > I/ { V, Q } -V (where Q = suffix boundary) 

There is also consonant alternation in the production of [til&] which is 
the result of the suffixation of [C] to [an]; in other words, 

[in] +[e] --> [ U k ] .  
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/d in Ian/ alternates with intervocalic /I/  followed by a vowel and 

becomes [a161 to form the second form of the infinitive verbs in 

Aghem. 

2.4.7 Vowel Alternations 

Unlike consonant alternation where two consonants alternate, 

one at the intervocalic position and the other at the syllable final 

position, in vowel alternations, two vowels come together creating 

various types of coalescence by assimilating or deleting other vowels. 

Here again, illustrations are used from the A- and B-forms. 

(20) Various types of coalescence 

i + a +  ii 6-ni ' to feed' ni + a -+ nii 

e + a +  ee 6-Si? ' to pull' se + a  -+ see 

u + a  -+ uu 6-ph ' do die' se + a + puu 

3 + a +  33 k-f3 ' be blind' f3 + a -+ f?m 

E + a  + aa 6-16 ' be poor' le + a  + laa 

i + a +  ia k-dzi ' give birth' dzi + a  . + dzia 

tf +a -+ u3 6-tsti ' to play' tstt + a  -+ tsw 

A-forms take the suffix /-a/ to form their B-forms. As illustrated in 

these forms, there is complete assimilation with the vowels i. e, u, 3 

(cf. the first four forms). When the syllable final stem vowel is /E/, we 

find aa (cf. lea -- > laa); and when the stem vowel is /i/ we have ia (cf. 

dzia); and when the stem vowel is /tt/ we have tt3 (cf. tsw). 
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2.4.8 Assimilation 

We saw in verb class 1 in 1.3.2.2 that a verb in this class is 
either in the complete A-form or the incompletive B-form. The 

illustrations above on vowel alternation and the ones below show that 

the B-form is derived by adding an I -a l  suffix to the A-form. 

(21) ti f a  + tii ‘escape (run )’ 

di. f a +  dee ‘show’ 

ta + a  + taa ‘sew” 

b5 f a +  b x  ‘bad’ 

zu +a+ zuu ‘hear’ 

bk f a  + baa ‘hate’ 

si + a +  sia ‘go out’ 

pf6 +a --+ pfu3 ‘eat’ 

Whereas the /-a/ suffix assimilates to the quality of the root vowel 

with open syllables, the vowel /E/ assimilates to /-d suffix. 

2.4.9 Vowel lengthening 

Consider again 

convenience: 

the forms in 2.4.6 that are repeated here for 

‘meet’ kpe‘en ‘met’ 

‘look’ 1&n ‘looked’ 
‘jealous’ mtittn ‘jealousy’ 
‘resemble’ &en ‘resembles’ 
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With the loss of the final vowel in the suffix of the C-form 

(clause-final) as in zib, kp615, kd5, the suffix is realized as /-n/ as 

described in consonant alternation in 2.4.6 with the preceding vowel 

undergoing vowel lengthening to produce the D-forms which are not 

clause-final, that is, ziin, kpeen, kEEn which mean respectively ‘rest’, 
‘meet’ and ‘curse’. 

2.4.10 Final Consonant Sequence 

When we look at all the consonants existing in Aghem as 

presented in the consonant chart of 1.3.1.2, only a few occur as C2 in 

word-final position. They are the glottal stop I’?/ which will never 

begm a stem syliable or occur at word initial position, the bilabial 

nasal h i ,  the alveolar nasal In/, and the velar nasal /t$. Thus, at any 

syllable-final consonant position in Aghem, one will find 17, m, n, and 

g I. All vowels do not occur in closed syllables. The following words 

exemplify these possible word-final sequences. 

(23) Examples 

/m/ 

im : u-d3im ‘ashes ’ 

am : ki -thm ‘basket’ 

om: baltbm ‘quarterhead’ 

3m : k i  - f5m ‘cockroach’ 

om : 6-t6m ‘to write’ 
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In/ 

in :  f i -  nwin ‘bird’ 

an : 6- IZn ‘be sour’ 
3n : &fin ‘leak’ 

‘barn boo’ 

‘stick’ 

‘COW’ 

‘ear’ 

‘country’ 

‘break’ 

‘shoulder’ 

‘pumpkin’ 

The rare sequences which are log/, Ian/, and I d  only occur in verbs. 

2.4.1 1 Nasal Assimilation 

In Aghem the sequence n +C, that is nasal +consonant, is 
common. But it is considered as consisting of separate phonemes 

because the nasals are usually syllabic or they most often serve as 

noun class prefixes for words. 

As syllabic consonants, consider the following words: 
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I 

(24) &win ‘bush’ 

jkia ‘corn beer’ 

jghza ‘faeces’ 
idugh6 ‘house’ 

hbvti ‘chicken’ 

riVti *oil7 

nibi ‘ w or Id’ 

The nasals in the initial position in these words are syllabic because 

they can bear tone. The word for “oil” where homorganic nasal 

assimilation does not occur can also be taken as a piece of evidence 

for saying that this is due to the fact that the nasal is syllabic and that 

the alveolar nasal does not assimilate to a labiodental fricative. I 
I 
I 

4 s  nc;:n 21~:s pre?ix, consider the following forms: 

( 2 5 )  fi-nwin n-nwh birds(s) classes 11/12 
u-twii ri-tii medicine(s) classes 3/12 

fi-gh2m j-gh2m mat(s) classes 1 1/12 . 

The forms in the second column are in class 12. The noun class 12 

prefix assimilates the root consonant sound in the plurals of the above 

examples. 
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Four tone rules are attested in Aghem: tone grounding, 
spreading, simplification and lowering. I 

2.4.12 Tone rules 

Tone grounding: This is when a floating tone is assigned to a syllable. 

Aghem, with an intonational downdrift system ensures during 

pronunciation that in a sequence of H-L-H-L each H tone will be 

pronounced lower than the preceding H. e.g in ki-fli ‘ rat’ and ki-wli 

the H tone in fG and wli is lower than the H in ki. 

I 
i 
I 

Tone spreading: is the spreading of a high tone on a following noun 

or verb. 

(26)a glim t ~-JI Dm ‘animal(s)’ 

st.2 [persmi) 5-ghf ‘people’ 

b bB &b2 ‘to split’ 

m3m 6-rn5rn ‘to try’ 

As shown in the first example above, the High tone of the prefix ti- 

spreads onto the vowel of the stem j a m  to give a HL tone onto this 

vowel. 

Schematically, this process is: 
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(27) E-i, -+ ti-HL 

that is, a High tone followed by a Low tone is realised as a high - 
falling tone. 

Consider also the following word: 

(28) ki- t E E  ' cricket'. 

In this word, ki-tEE, the rising tone here is due to an earlier low prefix 

and a High in the stem. Schematically, this process is the following: 

I 
(29) L-H + L-LH. 

That is, a Low tone followed by a High tone is realized as a low- 

rising tone. 

Tone simplification: This is the simplification of contour tones to 

level tones. A rising tone could be simplified to a low tone when 

followed by a high tone. Here, the process can be sdhematically 

presented as follows: 

(30) LH-H + L-H I 
that is, a LH H sequence is realized as a L H sequence. This is 

exemplified in the following form: 
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(31) ki-tEE kin -+ ki -t2E kin -+ t 2E  kin ‘this cricket’ 

(cricket) (this) 

To make this process clearer, I mark the tones under the vowels: 

ki-tEE kin -+ ki -tee kin -+ t 2 E  kin ‘this cricket’ 

L LH M L L  H L H  

Tone lowering: This is when verb forms which end in a low tone as 

the noun prefix H which is lowered to L as in the following example 

where ki of kibC becomes k2 in fi nia  ki-bC ‘ she is turning corn fufu’ 

(32) ki-bC ‘ corn fufu’ 

u nia  ki-bC ‘she is turning corn fufu’ 

As illustrated in the second form, the ki of kfb6 bears now a low tone. 

2.5 Summary 

We have so far in this chapter looked at the definition of 

borrowing, borrowing and its synonyms, borrowing and 
standardization, as well as some major phonological and 

morphological processes, which have been attested in Aghem. 

These are: reduplication, labialization. velarization, alternations 

in consonants and vowels, aspiration, apocope, assimilation by vowels 

and nasals and lastly tonal rules of grounding, spreading, 

simplification and lowering. 

In the following chapter, we will look more closely at 
borrowings and see to what extent these borrowings undergo some of 
these phonological and morphological processes. 
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Chapter 3 

The rehabilitation of phonological and 

morphological processes of borrowings in Aghem. 

This chapter is based on the processes in which new words are 

rehabilitated into the phonology and morphology of the Aghem 

language. We will therefore, in this chapter, look at the phonology 

and morphology of the new words in relation to the existing Aghem 

consonants, vowels, nouns, verbs and tones. As a last point in this 

chapter, we will talk on the reasons for the continuous survival of 
borrowed forms when equivalents exist in Aghem. 

3.1  Processes involved in Aghem borrowed words. 

Consider first the following forms: 

(1) Borrowed words in Aghem 

Singular plural 

kf-JfaJia fi-JfaJia 

ki-bilghil bilghh ci-bilghh bilghh 

sflrtiw ti-sikiiw 
m6tilw ti-mcitilw 

p6m ti-pam 
k S l b  tl-kSlh 

gloss 

sand 

paw-paw 

schools 
motor 

Pomp 
current 
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ti-k6ni.s 

- bEsi 

in-bilk 

ti-filiwk 

ti-adzand8 

ti-sigg61S: 

ti-61ant616 

petrol 

kernel 

bed sheet 

blade 

choir 

flower 

gendarme 

singlet 

electricity 

3.1.1 Reduplication 

Reduplication which has been identified as a morphological 

process in 2.4.1 occurs in borrowed words in Aghem. Whereas in 

Aghem words it  is exemplified in whole words and in the roots, in the 

borrowed words it is exemplified only in the roots and in 

onomatopoeic sounds as seen below. 

(2)Further examples of borrowed words 

Singular plural gloss 

ki-jghg QgirJ ir-jgag jgag motor(s) 

fi-Gg5f.l gg5g ir-ijgkJ ljg3g tin(s) 
ki-bcghc bhghh ii-bhghh bhghb paw-paw(s) 

ki-kpim kpim ti-kplm kplm grinding machine(s) 

ki-JiaJia GJia Jia sand 
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3.1.2 Labialization 

Labialization also occurs in borrowings. It does not only occur 

at word initial position but also at word final position. Consider the 

following words: 

(3) gbwde‘ ‘police’ 

ti-gbw& ‘policeman’ 

jwa13wata ‘salt water(sea)’ 

In these words, the initial consonant of the root is labialized. 

At word final position there is also some kind of labialization when 

the word is pronounced with [u] at the final syllable position as is 

exemplified in the following words. 

(4) Other examples with -u 
Singular gloss 

basikuw bicycle 

mfitijw motor 

ffitUW photo 

sikbw school 

tim2ithw tomatoe 

plural gloss 

tbbastltuw bicycles 

t3-mutiiw motors 

ti-ffitijw photos 

ti-sikiiw schools 

tl-thmiititw tomatoes 

Notice that the spelling does not fully translate this labialization, as 
the labiovelar glide “w” is not written after the consonant. However, 

if you try to pronounce the word, you will notice that the lips are 
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rounded while pronouncing the last syllable that ends with the round 

back high vowel " u". That is why; I suggest that these words are also 

an exemplification o f  the iabialization process. 

3.1.3 Apocope 

Borrowing in Aghem provides convincing external evidence 

that not any consonant can appear at final position. In the fallowing 

data, it is shown that consonants are deleted at syllable final 

positions, as the language does not make room for such consonants at 

syllable final positions. Rather, the consonant becomes 0 or takes the 

IN1 and Is1 syllable final positions. 

(5) Borrowed form Aghem gloss 
id 
i 

[ dyekres] fi-hdzAk2n jack ass 

[kDbau ] kUb&rJ kobo 

[p=ntl 

[ A  nian] 

[frrer~ks] 

[k A rant] 

[mretJiz J 

[kztak~st] 

[Oauzond] 

[kaind] 

pant 

onion 

francs 

current 

matches 

catechism teacher 

thousand 

kind 
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We also have the deletion of the glottal fricative (h) and the glottal 

stop f?l at word initial position. Unlike /?I which exists in Aghem but 

does not occur word initially, lhl is not a phoneme in Aghem. In the 

words that follow, it is rejected. 
I 
II 
rl 

(6) Borrowed word borrowed form gloss 

I 

I 
3ts 

[hierJkatJIfl 

[hapma] 

[hnndrad] 

[hosprtl ] 

[herad] 

[haute]] 

handkerchief 

hammer 

hundred 

hospital 

Herod 

hotel 

The rule will therefore be h -+ 0 / #- 

In prose form, the rule reads, ‘‘ the glottal “ h”  fricative becomes 

deleted at word initial position.” 

3.1.4 Consonant Alternations 

b Borrowing in Aghem also makes use of dl alternations at 

syllable final positions as is exemplified in the following word: 

(7) thwln ‘towel’ 
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In this word, the nasal [n] rather than the liquid [I] is the one that 

surfaces in syllable final position; the ‘‘ 1” has thus been deleted. The 

following paradigm also supports I-deletion in word final positions. 

gloss 
hotel 

petrol 

basel 

council 

ball 

Emmanuel 

kernel 

As observed from these words, whenever the donor language has “ 1” 

in final position, that ‘‘ 1” does not surface in the borrowing word at 

the syllable final position. 

I 
d 

3.1.5 Substitution of Consonants 

In 2.4.6 we discussed consonant alternations in -n/l where 

n -+I  1 {V,Q} -V. and in 3. I .4 we also discussed consonant alternations, 

where. when In/ does not come at syllable final the /I/  is deleted as in 
khgsi for council. Now we are going to be looking at the substitution 

of the alveolar liquid /I/ and palatal glide /y/ in other segments. 

(9) a. borrowed word gloss 
5kM3 okro 
gilith grater 



b. Borrowed word 

y616fhm 

yik9(b) 

yilimia 

y6s6 
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breast wear 

aeroplane 

labourer 

current 

radio 

raphia 

rubber 

road 

gloss 

uniform 

Jacob 

Jeremiah 

Jesus 

Because /r/ does not exist in Aghem it is substituted by Ill. The forms 

in (9a) can therefore be accounted for by the following rule: 

(10) r - -> l /  #-,V-V 

which reads the alveolar trill /r/ becomes alveolar liquid /I/ at syllable 

initial position and intervocalically. 

In (9b) the palatal affricate /d3/ is substituted by the palatal glide /y/ 

at syllable initial position. Hence the rule 



Again, because the bilabial voiceless stop /p/ exists in Aghem only 

before /u/ as we mentioned in 2.4.3, the Aghem language has 

therefore substituted the voiced bilabial stop /b/ and the labio-velar 

stops /kpl and the velar fricative /gh/ for the [p] sounds as in 

( 1  2) a. borrowed words gloss 

$W?l6 police 

bilBg plank 

biii pear 

b6td6 petrol 

kpael6 Pilate 

sikpin spoon 

b. ixnvil5rn 

k6mCndk 

tiim 

envelope 

carpenter 

stamp 

The rule that helps account for the forms in (a) can be written 

informally as: 

(13) p - - >  b - kp - gb 1 # --,v-v 

/p/ becomes b, kp, gb at word initial position and intervocalically. 

Notice that this rule is not really a phonological rule as one cannot 

really predict whether the /p/ will become [b], or [gb] or [kp]. That is 
why we stated it as an informal rule. What it really tells us is that 
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when a word with the consonant [p] is borrowed, i t  will surface as 

one of the consonants [b, gb, kp]. 

As for the forms in (b), they can be accounted for by the following 

rule: 

(14) p - - >  m /  V-V,--# 

which reads /p/ becomes /m/ intervocalically and at word final 

positiw 

When /PI becomes /m/ at word final position it qualifies the statement 

in 2.4.10 concerning the final consonant sequence. We said " in ail 

syllahle ,final consonant position in  Agheni, oize will jind NI, ti, g- and 

?-. 

3.1.6 Prothesis 

Prothesis is the insertion of an extra sound or sounds in a word. 

This can be seen in some lexical items borrowed to the Aghem 

language. The use of prefixes in words, which have been borrowed 

from English, Pidgin and other Cameroonian languages, constitute 

our list. The Aghem language places the prefixes to suit the nominal 

class system of its style by prefixing the lexical items to suit the class 

it belongs to. Below are a number of the so many existing ones. 
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(1  5) Borrowed words 

gloss singular plural noun class source 

language 
kaki ki-k&ki ii-khki 718 Pidgin 
koki ki-k3ki ti-kjki 718 Duala 
gendarme itdzanda ti-ndzandh 9/10 French 
makara fi-ki18 ii-kdti 9/12 Duala 
pillow pilum ti-pilum 9/10 English 
market maki ti-makki 9/10 English 

bank biig ti-b2g 718 English 
mat ki-math u-mktk 718 English 
blade fi-bil? m-bile 11/12 English 

milk ki-mil6 u-mil6 7/8 Eng 1 ish 
4 

From this table above we notice that not all the singulars have 

prefixes, like hdzBndB pilum, mhkki and biig. This is because they start 
with a non-prefix like syllable in other words they have no prefix. 

Not all the borrowed nouns are involved in this process of 

prothesis. This is because not all the nouns borrowed have prefixes. 

Some examples are 

(16) 6k313 ‘okro’ 

fwil3wata ‘salt water (sea)’ 

wata ‘water’ . 
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Verbs too, that have been borrowed in Aghem are also prefixed 

according to the infinitive form of one of the Aghem verb prefixes lCl 

or /aW. /516/ is the verb prefix used on borrowed Aghem verbs. 

(17) 916fin ‘to sign’ 

516 htimbdg ‘to trouble’ 

916 disitjb ‘to disturb’ 

916 p h i  ‘to punish’ 

I The rule here would be 

(18) 0 --> v/c / # -- 

I 
and it  reads: A vowel or consonant is inserted at word initial position. 

! 
Also from our table it is evident that Aghem uses prefixes to 

differentiate between singulars and plurals. 

3.1.7 Anaptyxis 

This is the insertion of a vowel to break consonant clusters. In 
Aghem the only consonants that appear in consonant clusters, which 

is permitted in the language, are the syllabic nasals. These are 

considered as separate phonemes because of their syllabic nature and 

also because they serve as class 12-noun prefix for words. When a 

consonant clustered word is borrowed to the language, i t  is checked 

by the following ruie. 
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1 

, (19) 0--> v/c-c 
which reads: a vowel is inserted between two consonants. The 

consonant cluster is broken by the insertion of a vowel. The following 

are clear examples of vowel insertion. I 

(20) Examples 

Borrowed form 

[witnis J 

[brrklera] 

[sa~pras] 

[gnvanment] 

[grrema] 

[frregks] 

[refrrka] 

[blregkrt] 

[blerd] 

[bedJi:t] 

borrowed word 

bhlhndzi 

bil? 

bksi 

gloss 

witness 

bricklayer 

cypress 

government 

grammar 

francs 

Africa 

blanket 

blade 

bed sheet 

The CVCCVC 

The CCVCV in the word for “blade” becomes CVCV 

The CVCVCCCVCC in the word for “government” becomes 

cvcvcvc 

in the word for “witness” becomes CV(w)CVCV 

As can be noticed in these words, the consonant cluster is always 
broken by the insertion of a vowel, thus qualifying the rule 



as in the words for “bricklayer, government, grammar, Africa, blade”. 

3.1.8 Vowel Lowering 

Vowel Lowering is the lowering of high vowels to lower 

vowels. Words which end in a schwa /a/ in English are pronounced 

and written as /a/ in Aghem. ’ 

examples: 

(21) 
Aghem borrowed 

[kwara] 

[wa~a] 

[ flaua] 

[ kaeria ] 

[ n ~ m b a ]  

[ dra tva] 

[ r ~ b a ]  

[ ka:panta] 

[pasmd3a] 

[ kxna J 

[Peal 
[bia] 

This is illustrated in the following 

gloss 

choir 

wire 

flower 

carrier 

number 

driver 

rubber 

carpenter 

passenger 

corner 

pear 

beer 
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Since /a/ does not exist in Aghem and it  is close to Id one could 

easily be tempted to say that the schwa is perceived as [a] in Aghem 

at word final position. Therefore, the following rule can be proposed: 

(22) a --> a I --# 

which reads: a schwa becomes [a] at word final position. 

Also, in Aghem, in the course of pronouncing [I], it is lowered to [E] 

in the following words. 

(23) Borrowed word English [I] gloss 

mmdi  Monday 

tju:zdi Tuesday 

wenzdr Wednesday 

83:zdr Thursday 

fraidi Friday 

sztadr Saturday 

smdr Sunday 

(24) I-- > E/--# 

/I1 becomes /EI at word final position. The two rules a - ->a  I --# and I 
- + E  I--# can be seen as a lowering process whereby a vowel becomes 
lower at word final position. 
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3.1.9 Vowel Simplification 

This is the realization of a single vowel from a diphthong or 
triphthong. This process can be seen in Aghem through a number of 

borrowed words below. 

(25)  

Borrowed English Alternation gloss 

word diphthong observed 

k2n karnd aI- a kind 

t i l h  trern eI- E train 

I Sin sain ai- a sign 

b 
2 till trai ai- i try 

Pk Pel ei- e Pay 
-1 
i 

The diphthongs are simplified to single vowels in the following rules: 

ai-- >a  / -n ai 

ar-->i I -# at 

er-- > e / -# ei 

el-->€ I -n er 

becomes la I when it is followed by I n / 

becomes li / when it is at word final position. 

becomes /e I when it is at word final position. 

becomes IF 1 when it is followed by I n 1. 

Vowel simplification is different from glide formation where a glide 

is used to break diphthongs and triphthongs as will be seen in 3.1.1 1. 
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*. 3.1.IG i ~ - . ~ w e l  Shortening 

This is a situation where long vowels are shortened. 

I Examples are: 

I ~ 7 )  
I 

English long vowel borrowed word 

[kxna] k5na corner 

[ mi:tq] metir) meeting 

[ti:] ti  tea 

[maskl:tau mjslkitb mosquito 

gloss 

Thus the rule: 

(28) V : - > V  

It reads: A long vowel is realized as  a short one in any environment. 

3.1.1 1 Glide Formation 

Glide formation is the devocalization of a vowel to a semi-consonant. 

This process in the Aghem borrowed words occurs to break or separate 

diphthongs and triphthongs. The diphthongs or triphthongs are devocalised 

by a glide. Consider also the following forms. 

(29) 
English diphthong 

or triphthong 

tau31 
[nnian] 

[krtr~a] 

[ rn iondo] 

borrowed 

word 

BWB 

5inyas 

kgy6 

miy6nd6 

gloss 

hour 

onion 

carrier 

miando 
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b 1  bw6 boy 

[flaw] f t l i iW& flour 

[=a1 siya seer 

[kwara] kw6ya choir 

[wara] way& wire 

The change in the words containing diphthongs or triphthongs can be 

captured by the following schematic syllable structure: 

(30) CVlV2(V,) - - > C V , G V 2  
E 

This reads: a consonant followed by a diphthong or triphthong 

becomes a consonant followed by a vowel, then a glide and another 

vowel. The following figure illustrating the word “ onion” that 

becomes “ inyfis” further clarifies the correspondent changes that 
appear during the borrowing process. 

4 
r! 

(31) English 

onion 0 

v c  v v c  
I I I I I  

Aghem 

anyus u G 

v c c v c  
I I  I I  1 

~n I a n  a n y u s  

I’ 
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As illustrated in this figure, the high vowels become glides. This can 

be captured by the following rules: 

(32) I 3 y /-a 

(33) u+ w I-a 

These two rules can be collapsed into one single rule of glide 

formation, using the features of the generative phonology model: 

(34) +syll 
-cons ---> -Syll / --- -a 

+ h i  

This rule says: the high vowels id and Iul become lyl  and Iwl semi- 

consonants when followed by a schwa. 

3.1.12 Nasal Assimilation 

Nasal assimilation, which occurs in Aghem, also takes place in 
the borrowed words that exist in Aghem. As we mentioned in 2.4. I 1  

that the nasals that appear in the nasal + consonant sequence are 

considered as separate phonemes because of their syllabic nature, and 

often serve as noun class prefix for words, the same process takes 

place in borrowings: such nasals ihat appear in the NC sequence are 

also syllabic consonants and serve as noun class 12 prefixes. Below is 
an illustration of nasal assimilation in borrowing. 
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(36) As syllabic consonants 

Borrowed words gloss 

F: 
a. hdzknda gendarme 

ndzskiin 

mb3gmb3g 

iidzindz8 

b. j y u g y i  

windiim 

BkBnt8n 

Sigg6lk 

m55ndE 

s5ndE 

wkndfifii 

jack ass 

bonbon 

ginger 

new year 

window 

accountant 

singlet 

Monday 
Sunday 

wonderful 

kjmpitisjg competition 

Bgkichi handkerchief 
61&?t616 electricity 
bhlindzi blanket 

If you consider the forms in (36a), they start with a NC cluster. 

These are the forms for which I am proposing that the nasal in the NC 
cluster is syllabic. In (36b) as well as in (36a), wherever the nasal 

appears in a NC cluster, it still shares the same place of articulation 

as the following consonant. When such a nasal is not in a syllable- 

initial position, it is not syllabic. 
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(37) As noun class prefix 

- Singular plurals noun class gloss 
fi-kAIA G-kAlk 11/12 makara 
fi-bilk h-bili?, 11/12 bread 

fi-f;'i lil-fiti 11/12 fifty a 
fi-bilk in-bilk 11/12 blouse 

As is indicated in the third column of these data, the forms ir, the first 

column are in class 11 (or class 19 using the narrow Bantu noun class 

system) and those in the second column are in class (12 (or class 6 in 
the narrow Bantu class system). Those in the second columri have a 

nasal that acts as a prefix. It nonetheless agrees with the place of 

articulation o f  the following consonant. The word for " fifty" may be 

argued not to assimilate completely to the place of articulation of the 

following consonant. The reason is that, in Aghem, there is 110 labio- 

dental nasal. The nasal that would be the equivalent of a labio-dental 

nasal is the labial nasal, which appears in that word. 

1 
I 

3.1.13 Tonal Patterns of Borrowed words 

Tones in the Aghem language are a property of  the syllable. 

Usually, one tone is assigned just to one syllable. In the case of the 

rising and falling tone, which does not occur so often in Aghem, the 

rising tone is assigned to long vowels and the falling tone, is assigned 

to both the short and long vowels. We have illustrated examples in 
1.3.1.3 that we repeat here for convenience. 

(38) bigha father 
bigha two 
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bigha build 

6Zfi  sun 

6Zii  itch 

6Wli  rain 

6 W i i  someone 

AS iiiustrated in the above words, each syllable, more specifically, 

each vowel which constitutes the tone bearing unit bears a tone that 

might be H, L or Falling. No Rising tone is illustrated because it is 
rare. 

3.1.13.1 On stressed words 

Unlike in Aghem where the tone is unpredictable, as it is a 
property of the syllable and therefore is in the underlying 

representation (unless it  can be shown that such a given tone is the 

result of H tone or Low tone spreading), the tones in the Aghem 

borrowed words from English are determined by the stress in word. 

The Aghem speakers match stressed syllables in English with High 
tones and unstressed syllables with low tones. This generalization can 

be observed from the following forms: 

(39) FxeTsles 

Borrowed form Aghem Gloss 

['g~vnmant] g5firnh government 

['blqkit] b6Iandzf blanket 



[“Iran] 

[‘kwara J 

[‘drarva] 

[’paxmd~a] 
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6nyils onion 

kwkyii choir 

d515bii driver 

pasindz2 passenger 

[‘s~ndr] s5ndk Sunday 

[brik‘leral bilbkilii bricklayer 

In the borrowed form the diacritic [‘I stands for the stress. 

A one to one correspondence between the stressed vowel in English 

and a High tone in the Aghem borrowed words seems to obtain. But 

the unstressed syllable in English may still bear a H tone in the 

Aghem borrowed words as is the case for the word ‘driver’. 

b 
1 
1 

3.1.13.2 Distribution of tones 

In the distribution of tones, the tones on the Aghem borrowed 

word are also distributed following the syllables. In monosyllabic 

words we have only one tone assigned to it as in the following words: 
I 

(40) zfn ‘zinc’ 

k5n ‘camp’ 

p6m ‘pomp’ 

b53 ‘ ball’ 

b ii ‘ pear’ 

bfig ‘ bank’ 
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18d ‘ road’ 

liim ‘ room’ 

12IJ ‘ ring’ 

1 In all of these monosyllabic words, a falling tone is assigned to the 

(41) LH 

kjki 

bambi. 

bhwsi 

gita 

kbfi 

HH 

kiya  

k5!6 
site 

i q g i  

‘koki’ 

‘bambe’ 

‘pussy’ 

‘guitar’ 

‘coffee ’ 

‘carrier’ 

‘college’ 

‘step’ 

‘hanger’ 

HL 

18pin 

k61b 

nlimbii 

tawin 

LL 

tjchig 

m2di 

khtii 
bib8 

‘wrapping’ 

‘colour’ 

‘number’ 

‘towel’ 

‘rubber shoes’ 

‘medal ’ 

‘cather’ 

‘papa’ 
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HHL LLH 

m&ki ‘market’ kilkdi ‘credit’ 
khmknda ‘carpenter’ bafiliim ‘bathroom’ 

pbindza ‘passenger’ katiiki ‘catechist’ 

y il iril ia ‘Jeremiah’ dzhghhsi ‘Joseph’ 

3.2 Survival of borrowings in Aghem 

In studying borrowing, one encounters two different tasks: the 

analysis of the borrowed forms, and the examination of the factors, 

which condition the particular borrowing pattern observed. Linguists 
have successfully accomplished the task of analysing the borrowed 

forms in many languages, while the second task, the one of examining 

the factors which condition borrowing remains incomplete. Some of 

these factors are purely linguistic, while others are extra-linguistic. 

S a c  rea3011 for using a word from a foreign language is to 

pretend just for a moment to be a native speaker with whatever social 

characteristic we associate with the stereotype. Another reason, of 
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course, is that there is simply no other available word, in which case, 

the link to the country may be irrelevant, or at least unintended. 

The Aghem language has borrowed extensively from the 

English language more than the other Cameroonian languages. This 

may be partly due to the fact that the English language is a “ 

prestige” language. It is indeed the language of science, education 

communication, and socio-economy. It is also one of the official 

languages spoken in Cameroon from where Aghem speakers are 

situated linguistically and geographically. 

The use of borrowed words is frowned upon because of their 

foreign ssociations, yet the Aghem speakers still continue to use 

borrowings. This is because for so long the foreign words in Aghem 

have been accepted because there were no native words for them. 

Some are so incorporated into the Aghem vocabulary that it makes it 

difficult for Aghem speakers to think of them as foreign. The 

substitutions are so widespread that they cannot have been borrowed 

of late. We have as examples: 

(42) Aghem gloss 

cabbage 

looking glass (mirror) 

new year 

bandage 

police 

Pew 
orange / lemon 

cassava 
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pcim Pomp 
miituw motor 
k516 college 

bhbh Papa 
ktifi coffee I 

I 
I 
I 

The other reason for the survival of borrowings in Aghem is 

that of mutual intelligibility. As long as the old people continue to 

understand the young and vice versa, there is bound to be continuity. 
This is because it is common for foreign items to be assimilated in 

some degree to the items already in Aghem with foreign sounds being 

repinced i’:/ native sounds. 

The last reason for the survival of borrowing seems to be that 

which is cherished by the youth and those of the educated clsss. This 

(43) Examples 

Borrowed form Non-borrowed Gloss 

equivalent 

b&s$ki kisai’l5 basket 

mjslkitb iiswili mosquito 

pililm ki-tdh pillow 
bfbi w& bcighil baby 

sikpin ki-t&? spoon 
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jg5nik5 ghe’ bi?? ti-mb3rJ people guarding shepherds 

cows 

tolt5biidGg iidugh6 B-kS’ d8gs5 house that climbs- storeybuiiding 

upwards 

t&lb w5 6t5 someone who sews taylor 

sadi tsigha ti ki-ijg3g fish from tins sardine 

j@!l 
bhfillim 1676 S ~ U W  ki-ghiie place of washing bathroom 

k3 the body 

The use of onomatopoeic words we saw in 3.1.1 follow the 

sounds made by the item. To a certain extent, it can be said that these 

sounds are used to describe the word. The following are a list of such 

items. 

(45) onomatopoeia Gloss 

tlgkLl tl&l motor 

ig% WLl tin 

kpim kpim grinding machine 

3 . 3  Summary 

This chapter has mostly focused on the rehabilitation of 
phonological and morphological processes of borrowings in Aghem 

through the processes of reduplication, labialization, apocope, 

consonant alternations, substitution of consonants, prothesis, 
anaptyxis, vowel lowering, simplification and shortening, glide 
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formation, nasal assimilation, and the tonal patterns of borrowed 

words. 
We have also in the last part of this chapter discussed the 

survival of borrowings in Aghem. It is from this premise of our 

phonological and morphological findings that we will conclude in the 

next chapter by looking at the relationship that might be established 

between borrowings and standardization. 
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Chapter 4: Borrowing and standardization 

In this work on borrowing and standardization, we have been looking 

at borrowed items, which need to be imposed as a standard in the 

standardization process. We have seen in chapter three how borrowed 

words introduced in Aghem follow the pattern of the items they meet in 

Aghem. This form of nativising and harmonizing the new words into 

Aghem to make them suit the accepted norm of the language is what we 

term standardization. In this work, borrowed words can be said to have 

been standardized in the phonological and morphological processes of 

reduplication, labialisation, apocope, consonant alternation, substitution of 

consonant, prothesis, anaptyxis, vowel lowering, vowel simplification, 

vowel shortening, glide formation, nasal assimilation and tonal patterns of 

stressed English words. This natural integration and incorporation of the 

borrowed words into Aghem has greatly contributed to the survival of the 

foreign words in Aghem. 

In this chapter, which concludes our findings, we will also state the 

attitudes towards the written and spoken forms of the borrowed words, the 

problems encountered and suggestions. 

The status, value, and importance of a language are, most often, 

although imperfectly, measured by attitudes to that language. This could be 

I done at an individual level, a group level, or a community level. 
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Baker (1992:9) rightly states: “in the life of a language, attitudes to that 

language appear to be important in language restoration, preservation, 

decay or death.” The borrowing of words from English and Pidgin to 

Aghem seems to be a phenomenon, which restores and preserves words 

especially with regard to names like 

English Borrowed words 

John dzSn 

Peter pita 

Joseph dztighusi 

Thomas t6mB 

Maria mhlii 

And things like 

English Borrowed words 

piiiow piium 

kitchen kitsim 

photo fittiw 

purse p6si 

The attitude towards these borrowed words has been checked using 

a questionnaire The questionnaire was administered to the users of Aghem 

with focus on the standard Aghem as described in chapter two The users of 

the spoken and written form included those who could either speak or write 

Aghem. 
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4.1 Attitudes towards the spoken form 

The spoken form of Aghem is mostly maintained by the native 

speakers. Very few of them do write Aghem. Native speakers of hghem 

believe that borrowings in Aghem came as a result of interactions with 

Europeans in the Wum area. Others also hold strongly that borrowings are 

not only a result of interactions with Europeans but also interactions with 

other cultures and rural exodus. This is very true when we consider 

borrowings from Yoruba, Duala and French. Borrowings such as: 

Borrowed word English Source language 

jgAn2lk5 shepherd Yoruba 

k5b8 cover slot Duala 

ki-niinii pineapple French (ananas) 

are not only as a result of interactions with the Europeans but also a result 

of interactions with other cultures and rural exodus. 

:II t h t  qpeech rendering of Aghem speakers one who consistently 

uses borrowed words in his speech creates a negative atmosphere to what 

he IS saying because the native speakers look upon him as someone who 

does not know how to speak Aghem. He IS also looked upon as someone 

not fit to represent the Aghem community when it comes to rendenng 

speeches in the Aghem language in public 

Another view is checked when words which have no equivalents in 

Aghem are used. Consider the following: 

Borrowed words English 

k67kpfi cabbage 

kl-litgel6 looking glass (mirror) 

I&mA Iemon/orange 
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These are words, which do not have any equivalents in Aghem. 

Mod 3f the Aghem speakers consider the words as Aghern words. 

Interestingly enough, the Aghem speakers who were interviewed would 

argue for some time before accepting the fact that these words were not 

Aghem words, and that those words had been borrowed and incorporated 

because there were no absolute paraphrases to describe them. An Aghem 

speaker who uses the above words is not however looked upon with 

contempt because they have no equivalents in Aghem To a certain extent, 

they are obliged to accept them 

With respect to speakers living in the native land where Aghem is 

spoken, such speakers strongly believe they speak the real Aghem which 

has not been adulterated and that those living out of Wum or who have 

lived a long time out of Wum and who are called t i  long which means 

“stay long,” speak the adulterated form of Aghem 

However, this is quite true because conversations held with “stay 

!cng.’ show 2 maximum use of foreign words in Pidgin which is the major 

language spoken by these groups of people. In this respect, borrowings we 

recognized were marks of secrecy used by people who are different from 

normal ones Here, we mean, “stay long” as opposed to permanent 

residents 

Other reasons for the use of borrowed Aghern words is the fact that 

the individual is proud to have met, cohabited, and interacted with people 

of other cultures To prove this, his language had to be different from those 

he had left in the village. As such his vocabulary was ennched by a 

constant flow of the new words he had admired while in service outside the 

native land of the Aghem language. 
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borrowings was due to the fact that Aghem was already in existence before 

these new words were introduced. Where equivalents for new words could 

be semhed for some of the words, people usually did so Where an 

equivalent did not exist, a paraphrase was searched. When none of the 

above could apply, the word was borrowed and made to agree with the 

phonology and morphology of Aghem, so as to be incorporated for usage as 
an ordinary Aghem word 

One thing was noted in relation to attitudes towards the spoken 

form Despite its ever-increasing usage, there was the marked negative 

attitude of the use of the borrowed words The language loyalty suppxters 

vehemently said they hated using borrowed words from foreign languages, 

but would accept them in cases where there are no appropnate, clear, and 

comprehensible descriptions 

4.2 Attitudes towards the written form 

As we mentioned above, very few speakers can write Aghem. This 

language is written by literate people, notably by those interested in the 

development of the language and also by those who do so for research 

purposes. Others write Aghem to teach pupils and students who are 

interested in the study of Aghem. Considering written works in Aghem, 

linguists have played the major role in realizing the written form of Aghem. 

Chilver and Kaberry (1968) and Hyman (1979) where the first people to 

produce written documents and linguistic work on Aghem. 

As concerns the borrowed written form of Aghem, attitudes were 

clearly negative for native speakers who had not left the village or 

interacted with other cultures. There was however another view of those 
who were native speakers but had studied out of the village. These groups 
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borrowed written form. 

We will however advance some of the reasons why some speakers 

had a negative attitude towards the written form and also the positive 

attitude towards the written form. For the negative attitude towards the 

written form, the reasons were that: 

-The foreign words will create a mixture of two languages and so the 

dictionary in Aghem will no longer be referred to as the Aghem language 

dictionary. 

-The foreign words will easily change the original form of the Aghem 

language. 

-The foreigner will be able to get the literal translation of our language. 

-It will not make sense, since the sounds will differ from each other. 

-It will be mixing up. 

-Only words in Aghem should be found in the dictionary. So children can 

read them for better understanding. 

-Languages are meant to keep secrets within a community. 

-Children will be reading foreign words instead of Aghem words 

-The use of borrowed words will make reading and writing difficult. 

-It mixes up the whole sentence. 

-A descriptive word should be more suitable. 

For the positive attitude towards the written form, the reasons were 

that. 

-Some of the words do not have Aghem equivalents so the foreign forms 

can be used except if appropriate and acceptable equivalents can be found. 

The descriptive forms could be very lengthy to write. 

-If the words are in use they have to appear in the dictionary Since foreign 

languages have AFrican words in their dictionaries so African languages 
such as Aghem should include foreign words in their dictionary as well. 



-Another advantage would be that those words, which do not have the 

Aghem equivalents, should also appear in the dictionary rather than 

keeping blank spaces or not adding words that were not found at the time of 

the Aghem language creation 

Considering the negative and positive attitudes of the written form 

of boriowed words in Aghem, we discovered that despite the negative 

attitude of some native speakers towards the written form, borrowed words 

are in the increase. The Aghem, which is written, is fully accepted and has 

been used in classrooms to teach pupils how to read and write. One thing 

the Aghem loyalty supporters never seem to realize is that they have fully 

accepted the written form of Aghem in borrowed graphemes, yet 

borrowings have been tolerated in speech than in writing. 

We also wish to state that our interest on standardization in general 

and standardization of borrowings in particular was both practical and 

linguistic. We think particularly of the way the orthography was realized by 

the SIL researchers as they taught those who could read and write (Le. the 

literates) how to go about it. This was done in English. This explains why 

Aghem orthography ties in to that of English. These literates who received 

these lectures are the ones who use it today to teach others. Some 

monolingual speakers of Aghem do not appreciate them because they are 

looked upon as those who have not mastered Aghem, since, in some of 

their speeches, borrowed words are used. To avoid these repulsive attitudes 

they have started coining words to replace many borrowings. Examples 

include: 

English Borrowed words Coinage in Aghem 

television tSlMs3g kh&&k&sjg 
biology bbylbdz t 3 Y i l W W b  

geography dzilgilafi tlk6?8 
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These literates in Aghem are the ones who work hard to make 

speakers remain loyal to the Aghem language by re-introducing new native 

terms into Aghem in the form of coinages and also reviving old ones to 

replace borrowings. 

Borrowed words Non-borrowed equivalent English 

sikpin k M ?  spoon 

6liip i lk 6kAlB aeroplane 

gi&s818 ti-kw3ltig cassava 

buki lihJg8rJ bucket 

This means that in the near future the borrowed words for spoon, 

aeroplane, cassava, and bucket will give way once more to the revived non- 

borrowed words. 

An appropriate way to end this discussion is to quote Milroy and 

Milroy ( 1992: 22) 

“it is di@cult to point to a fixed and invariant iind of 

English that can be called the standard language unless we 

wnsider only the written form to be relevant. It is only in the 

spelling system that full standardization really has been 

uchievcd, as deviations from /he norm however logical are 

not tolerated there. When. however. we refer to “standard” 

spoken English, we have to admit /hut u good deal of variety 

Is tofrrtrred In prucrlce. und scholars have oJen hud Io 

loosen their definition of a standurd in deuling with speech ’’ 
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This quotation by Milroy and Milroy ties in with the standardization 

of Aghem, which has borrowed from English. Just as different varieties are 

tolerated in speech in English, Aghem also tolerates and accepts borrowed 

items in spoken Aghem. K D E C  and other researchers are therefore left 

with the authority and duty to produce the appropriate spelling system that 

will fiilly pave the way for the relevant written form for standardizztion of 

the native and non-native words, which we choose to call Aghem and 

borroved words respectively. 

4.3 Problems Encountered 

Considering the fact that no academic study can ever be completed 

without the realization of some problems, the researcher in this study 

encountered the following problems. 

There was a lot of difficulty in marking the tones of consonants and 

vowels in words that were borrowed into Aghem. As for the morpheme 

structure C(w)VI(V2C2) of the language, the words borrowed into Aghem 

with consonant clusters violated the morpheme structure which does not 

permit consonant clusters. CCVCV becomes CVCV as in blade becoming 

bili 8 

There was also the problem of the borrowed words from English 

diphthongs. This was not easy to analyze because there was no fixed 

patten: when the diphthongized word simplified. 

a) ai + a /-n kaind + kSn 

b) ai -9 i /-# trai 3 tili 
c)ei + e / #  pel + p6 

d) ei -9 E /-n trer n+ tiIEn 



This situation of diphthongs being simplified by different vowels 

made it difficult to come up with a rule, which could be used for vowel 

simplification. The rule was therefore given separately. 

In a)~above ar becomes /a/ when it is followed by /n/ .  

b) ai becomes /i/ when it is at word final position. 

c) el becomes /e/ when it is at word final position 

d) el becomes / e /  when it is followed by /n/. 

!II this same light diphthongs and triphthongs were also devocalized 

by a glide. The sequence of CVlV2(V3)+CVIGV2 reading consonant 

followed by a diphthong or triphthong becomes consonant followed by a 

vowel, then a glide and another vowel. 

The problem of pre-nasalised sounds as /mb/, /nd/ and /I$/ were 

treated as separate sound phonemes because nasals are syllabic in the 

Aghem language and always act as class 12 noun class prefix. We therefore 

suggest that nasals be considered as a single unit. 

The researcher discovered one innovation during the analysis of 

substitution of consonants, the bilabial voiceless stop /p/ existed in Aghem 

only before /u/ as in 6-puh ‘huckleberry’ and 6-ph ‘die’. Borrowing 

therefore greatly influenced the use of / p i  in Aghem as in the following 

borrowed words. 

%m=cd w.srds English 

pilirrn PlllOW 

pita peter 
Btclpfle aeroplane 

PfPA paper 
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In the course of administering the questionnaire, the natives were 

welcoming but did not like the idea that Aghem had borrowed a great deal. 

They could not come to terms that their language made use of borrowings, 

which had to be integrated to the dictionary in progress. They were hostile 

to this idea and not ready to fill the questionnaire. However, the researcher 

made them realize that borrowed words form an integral part of the Aghem 

lexicon and that, once these words are adopted, they can be used :n the 

same way as indigenous words 

l'he researcher faced a lot of problems in carrying out this research 

partly due to the scarcity of books to consult in the language. The ones, 

which existed. mentioned nothing on borrowings but gave a partial analysis 

of the language. Most of the discoveries had to be done by the present 

researcher. 

4.4 Suggestions 

From the analysis, findings. and problems encountered in this study 

we cannot claim to have fully exhausted everything on this topic. However, 

we are convinced that the salient points have been brought out. Just as we 

began with a quotation from Bloomfield (1935:145) we would like to 

conclude that every speech community learns from its interaction with 

others. If we consider that language was structured by ordinan men and 

women to meet their ever increasing demands, borrowings will therefore be 

a n  acknowledgement when two cultures or languages meet. 
- .  

Cln this basis we therefore suggest that borrowings should be 

encouraged especially in  the areas of modern technological concepts. We 

firmly believe that speakers of Aghem should use indigenous lexical items 

whenever possible if that lexical item appropriately designates the item in 



question. When no appropriate lexical item is available a paraphrase from 

the language could be substituted. When all these fail, the name or term 

used in designating this item in the source language should be adopted 

following the phonological and morphological rules in the language, and 

integrated to the already existing words. 

The researcher wishes that this work should serve as a stepping- 

stone to further research works on this language. More can still be done on 

the borrowings of other Aghem dialects. We also hope that in the, nc-arest 

future, other linguists will find interest in this language to exploit other 

phenomena so that the language can also rise up linguistically. 

The appendix i n  the following section consists of the words tised in 

the analysis of this work, and a questionnaire which was used for the 

realization of the attitudes towards the spoken and written forms of the 

borrowed words. 
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APPENDIX 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Name (optional): 

Sex: 

Age: 

Status: Married Unmarried 
Level of Studies: 

Occupation 

1) Do you speak Aghem? Tick Yes or No 

2) a. Do you like speaking Aghem? Tick Yes or No 

b. Why? Please justify with a reason(s). 

3) When there is no Aghem equivalent for a foreign word, what do 

you prefer to use? Tick just one: 

a) the word from a foreign language, e.g. b i i  (beer) for beer 

b) A coinage in Aghem like K6lkpii for cabbage. . 

c) A descriptive phrase like figha zii k i  w.+ for towel 

b) Why? Please justify your answer. 

4) What do you think is responsible for the use of the foreign words 
that you use in Aghem? Like ta'wh for towel, Ih~gi l6  for 
looking glass (mirror) - 



I03 

5) Are you at ease when you speak Aghem using these foreign words? 

Tick Yes or No 

b) Why? Please justify your answer. 

6) If you were to teach your children (grandchildren) Aghem, would 

you use these foreign words? 

Tick Yes or No 

b) Why? Please justify your answer. 

7) Now that Aghem is being written, and thoughts are already on 

producing a dictionary, should these foreign words be 

incorporated to the existing Aghem words? 

Tick Yes or No 

5) Wily! rlc,lse jusiify your answer. 

Thank you for cooperating. 

My regards to your family 

Lilian Mbi Attia 

Maitrise student, Uni. Yao 1. 
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BORROWED NOUNS FROM OTHER LANGUAGES 
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h-khuw canoe 

miondo 

ekwang 
- 

718 boat 

nchang 

identity 

card 

vin 

ti-kw3 

fugh3 
gbSg w5 

njambo 

9 

bambe 

Bayangi 

kernel mayanga 

wrappen 

carrier 

k i - k h i w  

adzfimbu 

bAmbi: 

biyAgg6 

minyigg8 

lapin / ft. 
I&pin 

kiyii 

I I 
ti-miy6nd6 I 9/10 ] 

wrapped 

cocoyam 

s in 
cocoyam 

leaves 

shoes 

I I ation 

papers 

I I 
ti-bfiyArJg-6 19/10 I a tribe 

in the 

south 

west of 

Came 

roon 

I I oil 

ki-kwfd 

h-kwin 

mb5? 

ki-k3 

ghC dikibk 

Coastline 

Dschang 

French 

Pidgin 

Pidgin 

Coastline 

Pidgin ---I 
Befang 7 
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sea 

half 

knicker 

Maggi 

coal tar 

ananas 

kaba 

ganako 

makara 

kobo 

shilling 

njamanja 

ma 

h b a  

coast 

m at an go 

dash 

lwal5wsta 

fi-nikk 

&magi 

kiinta 

kl-nZn8 

kfibii 

jgknkk5 

q w u a  

rid-jamhnd 

ki-kii 

a8t ag g 5 

3hS 

ti-nika 

ti-mkgi 

ti-ngnk 

ti-kiiba 

ti- jgknkk5 

j-kgla 

ti-biibk 

9 

- 
11/1c 

1 I/lC 

9 
- 
- 
7/10 

- 
9/10 

- 
9/10 

- 
9/10 
- 
9/10 

sea/ 

ocean 

a pair of 

shorts 

tar 

pine 

apple 
cover 

slot 

shepherd 

puff- 

puff 

coastline 

palm 

wine 

II-pGli 

Pidgin 7 
Pidgin 7 
Pidgin 

Duala 

Yoruba 

Duala 

Nigeria 

Nigeria 

pidgin 

Yoruba 

Pidgin 

Coastline 

pidgin 
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basket 

kitchen 

storeybuildi 

ng 

market 

kilogram 

kilometre 

Dar 

wire 

stamp 

nedal 

:elephone 

lolice 

sxi 

:lassroom 

)andage 

iying pan 

b8siki ti-bssiki 

kitsim ti-kitsim 

m3sikitb ti- 

mjsikitb 

mfiki ti-mkki 

kilu ti-kilii 

kfliim6ti 

kiliim6t8 

bi.k ti-bi.2 

t8m t i  t8m 

mkd8 ti-mkd8 

t616fiin ti- 

t616fiin 

gbwkl6 ti- 

tsgswlsi ti-t8gsi / 

gbwkl6 

ti-t8si 

k818siMm t i -kUs  

i1Qm 

bkndi ti-bindi 

ti- 

filkpiln 

market 

place 

9/10 I kilogramme 

9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

9110 
- 

kf-siillj 

ri-jwili 

be ki-win 

r, 

ti-thm 

ki-tsjnin 

fi-d&lAyii 
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1 

1 

9/10 

guitar 

j-w2z 1 

wi. bughh 

w5 6t2 

wine 

flower 

flour 

quinine 

9/10 

sister 

e-ktilti 

brother 

9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

baby 

taylor 

ki-kii / ~ - k w 2  

carpenter 

passenger 

3eroplane 

zinc 

mechanic 

labourer 

dank 
-- - 

jir 

jandker 

:hief 

mvelope 

gita 

w&n 

kw6n6 

sisita 

b6bi 

t610 

kam6ndk 

phindza 

elupil6 

ZiIJ 

makane 

__ 
bilag 

S A  

arjkhchi 

ti-@ 

t 2- w 

ti-filAw8 

ti-fil iiwa 

ti-kw6n6 

gh6 

sisita 

gh6 

b515dii 

gh6 bgbi 

t i- tab 

ti- 

karnkndk 

ti-pas 

indzii 

ti- 

6lUpiE 

ti-zig 

ti- 

mAk&n& 

ti-lkbilii 

ti-bilitJ 

ti- 

iigkhchi 

t t  
6mvll3m 

9/10 1 hand piano 1 kGb3rn 

1 1 
9/10 1 I tbq6 ti-ndzhg 

9/10 1 cornflour I in-fhg 
1 1 

9/10 I 

9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

1 

9/10 

1 1 

9/10 I 
1 1 
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pAn 

windtim 

messenger 

l&mA 

spoon 

=?-- 

motorcycle 

w orange 

cinema 

clerk 

ciment 

ticket 

corner 

overseer 

bench 

black 

board 

ball 

teacher 

Paper 
packet 

m&skndzi 

sikpin 

mritd &khv 

Silkma 

kil&rJ 

simk 

tiki 

k5ni 

5viisfyi 

153 

'i 

pant 

window 
__ 

lemon 

ti- 

m5s6ndz 

ti-sikpin 

ti- 

mutdws 

6kuw 

t i-si1 i: m i 

ghe 
klltig 

ti-sim6 

t i - m i  

ti- 

6visiyA 

t i -bh 

t i- 

bilkkibj 

gile si 

:%piin 

9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

1 

9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

2/10 

9/10 

I 

Dffice clerk 

iarcel 

kit&? &tw6 

5-brighti 

;-bii kjn z3 

igha ki-s.2 



pear 

garlic 

ginger 

~~ 

cassava 

tomato 

mango 

powder 

bottle 

sardine 

lawyer 

gutter 

camp 

nylon 

Pomp 
slippers 

rat 

PUSSY 

fiance 

phone 

anglo 
phone 

bid 

g i k  

fidzindzk 

gidsilk 

t6miitiiw 

p6bdB 

botulii 

sBdi 

15yB 

g 9 t k  

kkm 

na613rJ 

p6m 

sil6pM 

a1ata 

buwsi 

filiikaf~m 

Bggilfifiirn 

ti-bid 

ti-ghli3 

ti- 

ndzindzk 

ti- 

giksB1d 

ti- 

tarnatuw 

ti-b6tiilii 

ti-sddi 

ti-15yk 

ti-gStd 

ti-kkm 

ti-na619rJ 

- 
9/10 

9/10 
- 
9/10 

9/10 

- 
9/10 

9/10 

- 
9/10 

9/10 
- 
9/10 

9/10 

9/10 
- 

9/10 
- 
9/10 

?/lo 
- 
9/10 

- 
9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

- 

ti-kwjlfig 

I I ki-f^a 

ki-bkii 

~ 

I I kf-fiw 
I 

cat 1 fi-bwin 
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oversea 

cargo 
I 

witness wiiwsink 

I 

line 

bread bilk 

bicycle 

kernel kiinks 

motor 1 rnutiiw 

television tklkvis3rJ ---I--- 
I 

floor 1 fils 

bathroom baftliim 

I 

credit 1 kil2di 
I 

veranda 

ti-kggii 

ti- 

wfiwsin? 

ti-l5.n 

ti-iiwi 

ti-mkn& 

ti-bilk 

ti-12q 

ti- 

bbikilw 

t i -khss  

ti-16d 

ti-pep2 

ti-rniithw 

tl- 

t216vis3rJ 

&fils 

ti- 

brlfiliim 

ti-1Qm 

ti-bQ 

ti-kikdi 
tl- 

eye disease 

9/10 

9/10 

9110 I palmnuts 

9/10 I 
I 

9110 I 

9/ 10 bathroom 

~ 

1 
9/10 I 

-%+- 

n5 ghi big$ z5 

ii-fUgh3 7 
6-nhrJgh5 

fi-t& I fi-ts8 
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ffim 

k2t 

filim 

kh t i l+  

k6lkpii 

mhdziti 

sh2 

sikuw 

form 
cards 

v5lindi 

ti-film 

tl-kit 

ti-filirn 

ti- k3n til i. 

ti-k5?kpii 

ti-midziti 

ti-she 

t?-sikuw 

frame 

9/10 

9/10 

country 

tu k i d ?  

wu nrig ukwa 

cabbage 

magistrate 

shirt 

school 

college 

bricklayer 

current 

raffia 

step 

file 

field 

president 

treasurer 

~ 

accountant 

Papa 
mama 

kjl6 

bil6kilh 

sitkp 

f52 

fii 

pil6sidk 

til6zwilh 

bib5 

tl-kjl6 

ti- 

bilCkilB 

t i -k j lh  

ti-Iifii 

ti-sitkp 

ti-fG 

ti-fii 

ti- 

pil6sidk 

tl- 

ta6zwna 

ti- 

BkBntkn 

gh6 b i b i  

gh6 
mAmC 

9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

father tsil6 

mother 
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water 

helicopter 

jug 
hammer 

cypress 

radio 

bucket 

government 

goverxr 

torch 

torchlight 

lamp 

matches 

bulb 

CeY 
inion 

:hoir 

lour 

able 

iotel 
glass 

dzS ? ti-dz51 

5ma ti-bm8 

ti-bwE 

Ikdii I ti-lkdi8 
I 

buki 1 ti-buki 

I 

t5s ti-t5s 

t5sil8m ti- 

t5sil8m 

ti-18m 

ny2m ti-ny3m 

p6n 1 ti-pen 

B W i  

3te ti-3te 
g m  t ' tz-gml 

911 0 
i 

9/10 I 

9/10 

9/10 

9/10 
. 

in-miighd 

k-k&l& I 
I 

ki-ts53 

ktb9m 

------i ki-niwk 

i 
I 

WB I 
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sugar 

mattress 

kerosene 

I 
meeting 1 m6tig 

suki  

m i t i l i  

k i l i s i  

I 

rubber 1 l5bi 

grammar 

1 
coffee 1 kbfi 

gilima 

t 

cocoa I k i k i  

hanger 

profit 

hospital 

6ggB 
p615fi 

jsibiti 

___ __ -. - 
gallon 

besr 1 b i i  

town 1 t j n  

parlour 1 pililm 

I 

naster I mhsi 
I 

Monday I m55ndi. 

ruesday tliwsidi 

Wednesday wenhid6 

Thursday tjsidi 

Friday filiiydk t <at urda y Sa$& 

I ti- 
siIJg6l& 

ti-mhtig 

ti-l5bi 

ti-kbff 

ti-kiki 

ti-siik8 

ti-mhtil% 

ti-gi16IJ 

ti-bii 

ti-BIJgh 

ti-pOlbfi 

ti-jsibit8 

ti-mash 

9/10 I 

English 

language 

9/10 1 
9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

I room 

l 

mughri 1im 

rwh u-tughit w3 

rniighu miltilw 

[win 

ti-nAmd 

idughu i jgkg  

5-ni? 

niighii ki-b6 

slilii kpwk 

su?il WE 

sti? ii tbm I5 

siilil mE 
sti?& ghim 

s67il dzik37 
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two 

three 

four 

five 

Sunday 1 dnd6  

tOw 

til& 

f6d 

fikf 

one 1 win 

, 
francs j filktJ 

ten francs j twil5 

one hundred wkn 5ndklk I 
five hundred 

1000 

thousands 

scissors 

Africa 

English 

German 

stranger 

America 
mathematics 

f5 6ndklk 

wknt55si 

t55si 

sisk 

ifil6kk 

dzimk 

tilkndzk 

ti-wkn 

ti-tilw 

ti-til2 

ti-fbb 

ti-fikf 

in-filkIJ 

lh- 

fikfil&rJ 

ti-twilfi 

ti-wkn 

5nd6lk 

ti-kdkl? 

ti-fi 

5nd6lk 

ti- 

wknt55si 

ti-t55si 

ti-sisil 

ti- 

6tJgklQi 

tidzimk 

ti- 

tilkndzk 

9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

911 0 

911 2 

9/12 

9/10 

9/10 1 

9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

- 

t s l m  tsi 

m37 

bighk 

tighk 

tl? 

fi-fiw 

b3m 

n-filw a-tl? 

6-khn 

k$-tilm / ti-tiiw 
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chemistry 

physics 

biology 

economics 

history 

kaiser 

Luke / lu 

cas 

Christian 

pagan 
Magdaleine 
- 

Zacharias 

catechist 

Cather 

Catholic 

basel 

tradition 

kkm6til6 

fiZi 

bBy lbdzi 

6k5njmi 

dzGgilifi 

kEsa 

liikii 

k i l6 th  

p6gBn 

m8diil6n 

ziikBl6ya 

kitaki 

ki t2  

khtil6 

bis i  

t1lhdfs9rJ 

gh6 kfsa 

gh6 16kB 

ti- 

k i l6 th  

ti-p6gkn 

gh6 

m8dSl6n 

gh6 

ziikil6yii 

gh6 

kBtBki 

gh6 kat& 

gh6 

katil6 

ghe bisi 

t 1- 

9/10 

9/10 

1 

1 

9/10 

1 

9/10 

9/10 

9/10 

stories 

old stories 

Catherine 

Catholics 

presby 

terians 

s8mintii 

ki-kiiee 

Qyiigiiwk 

t8gA ghit I 

ki-maghii 

ti-k&?B 

ij-ziazia 

6-ziazia ti-wii 

z6 ki-mtie titg 

z6 kl-kig nsin 
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prayer 

Moses 

Jacob 

bishop 

John 

Peter 

Joseph 

Thomas 

Susan 

MaridMary 

pastor 

pharoah 

4aron 

Zhurch 

Israel 

nission 

men  

lesus Christ 

lerusalem 
ludea 

pt'lEy& 

musi 

y&k3(b) 

bisS (b) 

dz5n 

pit& 

dzhghilsi 

t6mas 

52116 

t C-piliyi 

ghk 

musi 

gh6 

yilk9(b) 

gh6 bisS 

gh6 

dzSn 

gh6 pit& 

gh6 

dz2lghih 

gh6 

t6ma 

gh6 stis& 

gh6 

I 
1 

I 

9/10 

1 

1 

1 

1 

9/10 
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Jeremiah 

Abraham 

pharisee 

yilimia 

fiblam 

fdh i  

Satan 

father 

I I I I Matthew I matiii 

sktan 

fmt ti- f61 B 9/10 priest 

-~ 
David 

Emmanuel 

Cornelius 

Nazareth 

d6vi 

i r n h w ?  

Galilee 

Bethlehem 

dziidii Judas 

Iscariot 

Gexnseniane 

Pilate I kpG16 

Barnabas 

Simon 

Golgota 

council 

simwin 

g6dg6tL 

kwilkniis 1 

9/10 

I I I I 
bCtkl6him 

cigarette 

eskhlyo 1 I I 
biiIh7bii 

kagsi 

I I I I 

Elijah 

I I I I I 

Herod I 613 

cigar 

tea 

paw-paw 

I 
sikii I ti-slka 

ti 
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policeman 

mat 

carton 

coconul 

ear-ring 

blanket 

truck 

bed-shee t 

looking glass 

machine 

Gfty 

[rousers 

;oat 

milk 

3krika 

blade 

English 

French 

douse 

w3 gbwkl6 

ki-mhth 

ki-khtiin 

ki-ktikiin5 

fi-yil5 

k i-baiandzi 

ki-til5 

ki-besi 

kilhggi.16 

ktm&s$ 

ki-kCit 

t&rn?l6 

ti-kilkkkg 

E-bilk 

ti-rJg6l6 

ti-filinsi 

ii-bilk 

gh6 

gbwkl6 

it-mhth 

G-kAtiin 

u- kh  kun 5 

1 

718 

718 

718 

j-yil6 11/12 

gbt’lindzi 

&-til5 

il-bksi 

it-miisiq 

in-fiti 1 11/12 

ii-kat 

b-mile 

k-kil&kig 

in-bilk 

718 

71 8 

7f 8 

9 

in-bilk + 11/12 

fi-ghgm F 
---t--- 
mirror 

grinding 

machine 

ki-kimkpim, 

u- kpimkpim 

.I 

I 

English man 1 kl-kala,i)-khla 

French man 
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BORROWED VERBS 

- 1 borrowed 1 singular 1 Gloss 1 non-borrowed 

I word I I I I 1 Equivalent 

I I I I I 
fit 

summon 

I I I I I 
disturb I disitjb I to disturb 1 916 fughu ts6 
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BORROWED ADJECTIVES 

Borrowed 

adjectives 

bad 

good 

dear 

cunny 

wonderful 

njoh 

better 

time 

fit 

Aghem loans 1 gloss 

b2d /bed 
I I I 

gild 

diE expensive 

k5n6 cunning 

w8ndkfii 
I I I 

adz5 free of 

charge 

bit& I b6t& 

f i t  I I I 

Non 

borrowed 

equivalent 

6-b5 

6-dz5 

win 6- 
t5gh5 z5 

w2 n d q  

k i  nughli 

nughh 

its3 y5 
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REDUPLICATION 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! .- 

Singular 

6-wii wii 

fi-Jlbg3 Jlbg3 

6-dzia dzia 

6-kB?& kB?5 

tstie tstie 
tsti tsti 

plural 

ti-wii wii 

?pia zia 

ti-zia dzia 

ti-kA?& kB?k 

j-ts3g ts3g 

Gloss 

mosquito( s) 

anopheles 

mosquito(s) 

cousins 

stories I 
burnt 

remains of 

fufu 

beans 

fly I 
grasshopper I 
marrow 1 
request or 

fat the air 

tadpole & ----I-- thief ----+-- quickly 
tomorrow I 
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paw paw ki-biighii u-biighu paw paw 
bilghil bilghil 

machine ki-kpim kpim ti-kpim kplm grinding 
machine 

sand sand ki-Jia Jia &Jia Jia sand 

motor ki-g& g g h ~  fi-i@g t&g motor 


